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HSPOET OF THE WEST AJHICAH INDUSTRIAL CO-OEDBTATION MISSION
IUTEODUCTION

1.
A United Nations Economic Commission for Africa mission^ Visited.
Vest Africa from 17 August to 1 November 1963, in accordance with .
decision taken by the Standing Committee on Industry, Natural Reaourcea

and Transport at its first session held in December 1<XS2, endorsed by

the Commission at its fifth session in February 1963.

decision reads as followss

+fTT

L
2.

The text of this

?r°moti»« sub-regional co-

the development of industries on the basis

^ SP6ffiZatiOn ™d in the harmonization

The terms of referenoe of the mission are derived from the deci

sions referred to, above and are summarized below.

3.

The principal objective has toon-to assess in concrete terms pos

sibilities of industrial development over the next decade or sc in West
Africa, with the primary emphasiE on projects serving more than one
country.
K follows that special emphasis has been given to industries
the mmimal economic scale of output of which is beyond the likely market
of any individual country in the suWgloa.
But the mission was solely
interested in large scale industry.
It was also concerned to draw atten
tion to possibilities of import substitution by developing small and
median, scale industries, e.s. the processing of food and other agricul
tural raw materials, including timber, and consumption goods industries.

Throughout, the investigations made have been concerned to assess appro

priate scalesof output for all types of industry in the specific

1/ The composition of the mission is recorded in Ann ei

I.
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7*

The "mission thus envisaged three mf:—regional circles.

southern end,
the UDS,

Nigeria and Chad are in a position to assure liaison with

and Mali and Mauritania with North Afrioat

recognizes,

At +-he

however,

that for different aspects

The mission

of development,

different

groupings are appropriate-

.8«

A brief preliminary report on the mission1s work was presented to

the second session of the Standing Committee on Industry, Natural
Resources and Transport.

The full report is in four parts.

discusses briefly the economic setting in West Africa.

with industrial development,

The first

'The second deals

with the main emphasis or. concrete possi

bilities of developing large scale industries capable of serving more than
one country in the
scale industries.
suggestions.

sub-region•

The fourth part offers some general conclusions and

To keep this report within reasonable length,

material is given in annexes.
immense amount

Furthermore,

additional

the mission collected an

of data which, will "be drawn upon for further investigations

or to assist individual

l/

The third part discusses small and -medium

countries,—'

As a result of decisions taken at the second session of the Standing

Committee on Industry, Natural Resources and Transport, a Conference
on tfest African Transport will be held in Niamey in June 1964.
The
detailed material colleotod by the mission on transport will be presented to this Conference,
Another conference will be held in
Bamako, probably in September 1964, to discuss the harmonization of ■
industrial plans in West Africa,,
Detailed studies will be presented

(in amplification of the material in the present report) on iron and

steel, basic chemicals and fertilisers, coment and textiles.
In
addition, this report will be on the agenda for discussion.
Detailed
comments on it, from the governments of the sub-region, would be
greatly welcomed, ne-an+.ime, as part of the preparation for the
Bamako cenfere.nce,.
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PART I

THE ECOflOKIC-SETTING IN WEST AFRICA

9.

With a total area of about 30 million sq9kmo, Africa has the

largest number of countries and territories compared with the other
underdeveloped continents of Asia and Latin America.

The fourteen

countries of the West African sub-region are concentrated in an area of

about 7-5 aillicn sq ksi,, .roughly equal to ono and a half times that of
Europe, including the USSR,

The total population of West Africa is

estimated at 78 million, approximately half of which is the population

of Nigeria.

At the lower end of the scale is Mauritania, with a popu

lation of only 800,CCO,

10.

A major faotor characterizing tho gecnomioe of the sub-region is

that the majority of the countries are situated on the coast.

Only

four, Mali, Upper Volta, Kigor and Chad, are in the hinterland and

therefore have special problems with regard to the transport of goods.
Their non-aocess to the saa has affected them in two ways*

they are

under-populatoi and relatively more underdovclopo;1. in oo=jpp^ieon to

the other countries of the sub-region.

Political frontiers generally

grew from the coastline towards: the interior or from xCver valleys

specially favoured, such as mining areas,

The islands of economic

progress which exist in the suT>-region today amount to a small fraction
in favourable environmental situations.

11.

In most of West Africa, the recent rate of growth of population has

been relatively high, about 2,5 per cent.

Population is dense in the

ooastal rain-forest belt and the grasslands, while areas with low rain

fall and poor water resources are thialy populated.

Thus, in the north

of Chad density-averages less than 2 par square kilometre, whereas .in

Page

5

the south-wjesteTn-region it reaches 30 or even 50 pep square ki
In Kali, population is mostly concentrated in the river valleys.

The

plateau region in central Upper Volta is also heavily populated,

12,

Tne West African su"b-region has a national income of about

US$ 8 million, roughly one-third of the total for the whole of Africa.
income of the

sub--regicn?

at US3 110?

is some

22 por cent

higher than the rest of the Continent.

13°

Table 1 shows some major economic indicators for West Africa com

pared with the rest of Africa.(excluding the Republic of South Africa).

Economic Indicators
Populatio?:
Ko.

(mill.)

Percen■ taga

Per capita

Exports

Gross Domestic Produot

Imports

Total
In;

Agrj/

I-lanu- 1 Eeet

Klning

cul

fac-

ture
-... - in

Kest Africa

28

US.

22

110

<

in billies US

$

7,25

4-35

0,15

0.60

2.15

13.71

4.88

0.73

1.43

6.43

20,96

9-23

C.85

2.03

8.58

26,01

9.85

1.50

•3.25

11.20

of

Africa
West and Rep.
cf South
Africa

152

of

, 217

66

22

South AfricaV

1

Africa totals/ 231

Source?

1CO

35

110

Tables 1, 5 and 7 "f Industrial Growth in-Africa (E/Off.l4/lim/l) •
ia exoluded throughout,

a/

Income of Rwanda-Burundi not distributed by sector of origin.

South Africa
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14-

Within West Africa there are wide disparities as regards national

income and living conditions,

Ghana, Senegal and Liberia are in the

highest income ranges but the living conditions of their populations
differ significantly.

In Ghana, average income is high, because the ooooa

farmers are prosperous.

In Senegal, it is high because of trade and distri

bution services and a large government sector centred ^around .the port cf
Dakar originally designed to cover the wholoof former French West Africa.

The large scale production of groundnuts also contributes to the high
income level.

foreign firms.

In Liberia, two-fifths of the total income accrues to

In Gabon.? one—third of the income accrues to- the non-African

population which accounts for a bare 1 per cent of the total.

15«

The economy of the West African countries is based on the extraction

and export of their natural resources, in which minerals play a leading role.

Ghana and Sierra Leone occupy second and third places"amongst the world's
diamond producers.

Guinea? with its important bauxite deposits, is one of

the world1 s main produoers of aluntfjtuw
producer in tropical Africa.

Ghana is the largest manganese

Liberia occupies a leading place amongst the

iron ore exporting countries.
Trade

16.

The pattern of trade in the three main sub-regions of Africa is

basioally the same.

Two-thirds of Africa's trade is with Western Europe

and only one-tenth among African countries,^

One of the characteristic

features of intra-African trade is its marked concentration aooording to
economic and monetary groupings.

The West African countries account for

about 50 per cent of the total intra-African trade-'

1/

This is based on recorded trade figures.

among themselves.

It is generally assumsd that

a significant volume of trade across the long frontiers goes unrecorded
due to laok of complete customs control and statistical check points.

Se© Background paper on the Establishment of an African Market, ECA,

(E/CK.14/STC/20).

2/

See Annex II for intra-West African trade in 1961 and 1962.

Page
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17There^-e ■•tVoJjidicatoms -of the trade pattern of West Africa. 1'J.o
first relates to the tendency to increase trade between neighbouring
countries due to the general inadequacy of the transport cystem.

An

example of this ia the trade between Upper Volta and Ghana which accounts

for the bulk of the former'D total export,.^'

Secondly, due to balance

of payments difficulties, trade tends to increase between countries of the
sajoe monetary, zcne.

An illustration of this can be found in the Sports

of Bigeria i:.i 1961,
Nigeria imported more from Ghana than the rest of
the West African countries put together-.
Similarly, trade between Ivory

Coast and Senegal increased in I961, amounting to over USS 20 million.^
18, Goods traded among African countries in general show a marked con

centration en primary p-oducts,
TbP same is true of the West African avrt
region.
Most of the commodities exchanged consist of food products.

Only recently a signlfioant proportion of this trade included raw materials

and manufactured goods.*/

An example frou Ghana underlines this trend.

In the past, Ghana's exports included mainly kolanuts and other food
products.
Now, how3-rer; a considerable proportion, of exports consists of
manufactured products.
ln I96l; exports of manufactured products amounted
to USS 88,000,

19.

in i962f this total reached USJ 217,000.

'

The commodity struoturs of West African exports is typical of an

underdeveloped area.
a* within West Africa there are equally wide dis
parities in the degree of industrialization affecting trade.
Senegal, the
most industrialize:: country in the sub-region, exports wholly manufactured
products in return for foodstuffs and raw materials,

tltt^ l/f^

9 4 million.

:

Dahomey, on the

« the two countries

mllll0H> of ^ich Ghana imported goods worth

£/ Beth Nigeria and Ghana belong to the sterling area.

2J ^Cf

4/ Considering the commodity structure of totalJurtra-African trade
manufaotured^oods-acoount. for 43 per cinTT^

^rrican. trade,

^ge 8

20.

An examination of the
that ,ao5S a ae^be.
iEdUEtry,,
,

inports

fro

fflatGria1s

^d

on the o^ho- J ,

: :h ;^ 't001i;:st

p,oductS

(the last two iteas v- d .f-

,

«•

,„

Africar oe

: 0;

:

of the

rernai trade

of s
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24.

Almost; all the statistical data available for the member countries

of the West African Customs Union relate to cabotage or coastal trade.

Cabotage trade, however, includes locally manufactured goods and reexported items.

Therefore this type of trade data does not indicate

either the volume or value of goods moving between countries,
more,

coastal

trade does not define destinations,

Further

since goods imported by

Ivory Coast oould in fact be in transit to an inland country such as
Upper Volta,

25-

Despite these difficulties of assessment, intra-trade within the

West Africa sub-region broadly indicates the type of commodities exported
and imported and an approximate share of this ir. comparison to the total
trade of the region as a whole,

26.

..

There is an additional difficulty in examining the trade pattern of

West Africa and- -."do relates, to the imposition of heavy duties on goodc
originating in the area.

There do not exist any customs agreements in

the form of preferential tariffs (excluding the relationship of the member
ship of the West African Customs Union).

27.

In the Ilrenoh-speaking countries (eicept Guinea), there are four

types of dutiesi

(i)

The French preferential, under which French goods are
completely free of all customs duties ("droit des douanes")
although the internal duties such as the
the

(ii)

"taxe de chiffre d'affaires",

"taxe forfaitaire",

etc., are imposed,

The "oiamon Market preferential, urd'er which reduced rates of
duties (nornally 40 per cent less than the general tax) are
imposed on goods from the Common-Market countries-*
addition the internal taxies are levied*

Ir.

E/CN.14/246
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(iii)

Goods imported from member countriea of the West African
Customs Union are completely free of all duties.

In the

oase of manufactured goods,duties are imposed on the raw

materials if they are known to have been imported from
outside the Customs Uaion.

(ir)

General duties imposed on goods from all other countries,
African and not-African.
and minimum duties.

These are divided into maximum

Under a Convention signed between

Franoe and Britain in 1950, the former British territories
in West Africa are accorded a most-favoured-nation
treatment and therefore pay only the minimum duties.

28.

The monetary situation ic equally complicated since two unionq

(Equatorial African and West African) exist in the franc zone.

Ae.far as

the British ex-oolcnies are concerned, the position is beginning to
become a little clearer.
There was until recently a West African

Currency Board, but with the withdrawal of Ghana and Nigeria, orly Sierra
Leone and Gambia remain as members.

Sierra Leone is now planning to

issue in 1964 its own currency.

29.

The associate membership of the eight ex-French territories to the

European Economic Community further enhances the problems of the sul>regiou.
This alignment has to som3 extent strengthened the customs
regimes which existed is pre-ind9p«ndence days,
The present position is

that the countries associated with the Common Markets/receive tariff
preferences in the markets of the Six, while the Commonwealth group
reoeive preferences in the United Kingdom and other countries of the

Commonwealth.

Sierra Lecne is the only country in the sub-region which

grants reciprocity.

1/ According to a new agreement between the Common Market and the
estimated US» 65 million a year in guaranteeing markets and prices

well above world levels for the produce of former coloniea.
Economic Bulletin for Afrio^ Vol. Ill, No, 1, page 90.

E/CN.14/246
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30.

In the absence of a customs union and other economic institute 3ns

for the whole sub-region, reciprocal trade and (in certain cases) pay
ment agreements have been concluded^

Since most

tinuous "balance of payment difficulties,

countries have con

the ability to import depends

■on credit facilities and the possibility of earning convertible curren

cies.

But existing bilateral agreements grant mainly swing credits*

In certain cases the agreement inserts a clause which
tory to pay in convertible currencies.-'
place obvious limitations orj
they.do promote.actual

31.

Though the.st, swing credits

the: value of trade between the countries,

trade within the area,

There are visible signs,

however,

being produced in the sub-region.

of a shift in the type of goods

In some countries where the rate of

growth is higher and the economy diversified?
be traced.

An increasing share of

by manufactured products

the point of departure can

Ghana's exports is being taken over

such as clothing,

chemical and pharmaceutical products.
Coast,

makes it obliga

veneers and plywood,

Equally,

and

in Senegal and Ivory

whero industrial planning is fairly well advanced,

goods constituts-a significant proportion of exports,

manufactured

The latter is

beginning to export assembled, cars while the former's main export item of
manufactured products is cigarettes.

Characteristics of the sub-region
32.

All

plans*

countries of the
Like

content.

But

the structure

sub-region have recently formulated development
of

their economies,they all differ in form and

the common factor in all

is

emphasis

on industrial

development <,
33»

Senegal,

the most

industrialized country in the sub-region,

has

provided in its four—year plan (1961-64) that its industrial production

1/

See Annex III.

E/CN.14/246
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■

should increase at an annual.j?ate~of- about 13 per cent.

The over~?J.l

effect of the plaru-appears to be. that the economy ttocomes more indus
trialized as industry's contribution to national income goes up from
14-7 per cent to 18.per cent.

Nigeria's approach towards industrial

development, both federal and regional, also indicates that a large part
of the country's resources are to be devoted to establishing new indus
tries.

In the industrial sector, Guinea's plan is equally well

advanced.

34-

These plans are naturally based on both the existing and potential

resources of the sub-region,-/

Like other parts of Africa, the sub2/

region has been only partially surveyed-/

for optimism.

But even this is ample gro'ind

For_some major minerals, the quality of ore is remarkably

high and the reserves, although only partially estimated, are very large.
Some illustrations may be given.

1

35«

'

Some of the iron ore samples from Liberia are very high grade,

while the Mokonambo deposit in Gabon, which is one of the three largest

deposits in the world (exceeding 1,000 million tons) has a 63 per cent
ore content.

Tchibanga, in Mauritania, and Sierre Leone also havehigh-

grada iron ore.

These reserves are so located that the transport;costs

are reasonable.

In Guinea,

for instance,

sea at Conakry.

In Gabon, where they are inland, they would require the

construction of a 400 mile railway track,

by large so'ale shipments.

deposits are located by the

the cost of which would be borne

The bauxite deposits of Ghana alone have been

assessed at 400 million tons or approximately one-fifth of the known world
reserves*

Yet at the present time tropical Afrioa's contribution to the

world supply of bauxite is only about 3 per cent.

36.

The process of industrialization and development of natural resources

is also reflected in a wide range of construction activities suoh as

industrial and public buildings, dams, roads, bridges, reservoirs, harbours,

l/

See Annex IV.

2/

See Annex V.

"E/CILJ4/246
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etc.

Cement-Is the basic mat*rial..and. tha West African sub-region

as a whole has e. pronounced shortage,

BomesiJio. production at prosont

satisfioe less than 25 por cent of

37.
The origins of the inland transport network are well known.
Much remains to be done, tut further industrial development could pro
ceed within existing facilities.

Feeder roads will have to be extended

and improved and some new links established to dovetail with the scheme
of sub-regional industrial development put forward in this report.

38e

Facilities for air transport are fairly adequate and new links

are being established.

In spite of its higher costs, air transport can

be depended upon for the movement of perishable goods.

Port facilities

have been signmcantl^enlarged and indeed there nil! be surplus-oapaoity
for some tlae to come.

Coastal shipping is the cheapest form of trans

port, and the setting up of an additional"-shipping line is under
consideration.

39.
Hydro-poirer is another essential component of isoaliaatiqn.
Potential sites for the development of hydro-~poHe^can to found on the
main rivers and on the tributaries in Guinea and Mali, south of KouUkor*
and along the Niger river.
Nigeria is planning to build a large hydropower station at Karinji,in the neighbourhood of Gemma.
The Volta fiiver
project, when fully completed, should, according to plans, generate a

total 768,000 k* continuous power.

Work is already in hand on the

development of major West African river basins from west to east:
Senegal river, the Niger river and the Lake-Chad basin.

40.

the

The development of electric energy provides a definite imp9tu3 to

indu3trial progress.
In West Africa the less industrialized a country,
the higher io the p«o«Ltaa^i!icxeas*-of ^aUctrio energy production

E/CH.14/246
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recorded.

1%..Z fact is important for the reason that in future when

these countries are nora industrialized, the position will be reversed.
41.

At present there is oie oil refinery, at Teaa (Ghana), with a

capacity of 1,25 million tons a year.

When working at full capacity

this refinery will be able xo supply not only the Ghanaian market but
also some neighbouring countries.
Three other refineries are being
constructed* at Dakar, Abidjan and Port Haroourt,
When these come into
operation in 1965? there is likely to be oxcess capacity for some time.

It should be noted that all tho refineries will be at coastal sites, and
that in due course there will be a case for one to serve the countries in
the interior, particularly Mali and Niger.

42.

West Africa hao not only an intricate pattern of natural resources

and disparities of incom3jit also reveals an intersoting factor in
relation to an adjustment of labour to the unequal attribution of

population,
For instance, important novenents of labour from Central
Upper Volta to the coastal belts in Ivory Coast and Ghana take place
regularly,
i+ is estimated, that 200,000 people leave the country every
year,

These movements are usually in plantations, mines and to the

farms producing export crops,-'

w^«+ a-p'™*

v

production and consumption of energy in the

West African aub-r^on show,, the following increases;
7°

Chad
Dahaae^
Ghana
Guinca

Ivory Coast

Liberia

.

8373
85; 7
27.7
273-7

l_v.D

19.0

$>

Mali
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal

Sierra Leone

(1959-1951)

-

46T2
ufi. 7
54,9
62,2
16.3

Togo

204-3

Upper Volta

133^3

2/ Much needs to be done to improve facilities for txai.ndu* ftt ^j
levels.

This problem is discussed in Annex VI,

3/CJU14/246
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The approach to industrialization

43.

In the foregoing paragraphs the characteristics of the countries of

the sub-region have been reviewed briefly.

These countries, like almost

■all others in Africa, and indeed mest underdeveloped countries, are faced
with a basic economic dilemma so far as industrialization is conoerned.

Despite pockets of industry, the economies in the countries of the sub-

region are overwhelmingly agricultural.

Apart from subsistence agrioul-

ture, there is typioally a heavy dependence on exports to unstable world
markets of primary commodities*

Incomes per head are low.

Large

numbers are living at the subsistence level and poverty is widespread.

Although population is increasing rapidly, the land in mO&t countries is
far from being densely 'populated*

Yet the annual increment-in the pros-

peotive labour force is considerable.

With independence 'attained

virtually throughout the sub-region, there is naturally and inevitably a

demand for higher standards of living, also associated with the: spread of
literacy and technioal

44.

training.

The crucial problem,

eoonomic development.

therefore, is how to increase the paoe of

Expansion of the agricultural sector, particularly

in terms of a higher output per head, is vital and will naturally raise
national incomes and purchasing power.
the employment problem,

But it will do little to solve

since agricultural advance means a rapid increase

in the productivity of labour.

45.

There is another problem.

Commodity exports, which are the main

source of foreign exchange earnings, are subject to great fluctuations in

world markets, both in the quantities which can be sold and in price levels.
There are temporary--exceptions,

but in the longer run markets are app*-

roaching saturation for most commodities.

In general, the prices of the

export commodities of developing countries tend to be stable or move

downwards,
upwards.

while the prices of imported manufactured' goods are moving
:

E/CN.14/246
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46.

There is a dual impetus to industrialization.

First, it is

natural to turn to import substitution to save foreign exchange.

Secondly, the manufactures which can replace imports tend to be small
and medium scale industries producing in particular consumer goods,
which create new employment opportunities.

Some of these industries

are of appreciable size and- the income elasticities of demand for their

products are generally high.

As incomes rise, people tend to spend a

greater proportion of their income on newly available consumer goods

provided by such industries.
indefinitely.

But'this is not a process which continues

One of the earliest sizeable consumer goods industries

to be established in a developing country is textiles.

Yet despite the

considerable growth possibilities still to be explored, the market for

African textiles is no longer expanding rapidly.

The nature of income

elasticities of demand is such as to put a limit on the market opportu
nities for small and medium scale industries.

The same restraints do

Hot apply to the products oi" larger scale industries,

47.

Inevitably, as history shows, industrial growth proceeds from the

manufacture of consumer goods through intermediate goods to capital

goods such as machinery and equipment.

automatic or continuous.

This process is not pre-ordained,

Growth points are neoessary, industries which

themselves stimulate the growth of other industries as users of their

produots.

Such a role is beyond the scope of most small and medium

scale industries.

It is for this reason that the present enquiry ham

been largely concerned with the establishment of large scale modern
industries, strategic for economic development.

The necessary conditions

for the establishment of such industries are discussed at the beginning of
the next part of this report,

48.

Almost all the development plans in West Africa attach importance

to industrial development.

In the next phase, a higher proportion of

available resources is likely to be^.devoted to industry.

There are

E/CN.14/246
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.d if faculties to "be

development on a co—oxdjjnai«d^ub--r*gional basis.

Some countries which

have-had the benefit of sizeable capital inflowo are better equipped with
infra structure than others.

Some are well equipped with natural.

resources but remain almost totally without industry.

disp&rdjaea—in_-r«isoiirc«ii^^

Yet, despite the

of development,,

there.is a discernible-trend towards- the pooling of efforts.

This is

most clearly recognized io Senegal's development plan, which states

explicitly that the Government intends to foster co-operation in the field

of development with other West African states, and particularly -&o~ardination of industrial policy.'

49.

With certain exceptions, it has not yet been possible to make

detailed estojaates of the likely growth of markets for the industries'
considered*

Broadly speaking, however, the,_a*w industries suggested are

envisaged in tares of the likely market foreseen in 1970' or thereabouts,
assessed both by reference to over-all growth possibilities and the pros
pective markets for certain key products.
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PART II

INDUSTRIAL DZJV3L0PMEM-J

50.

UiRG* SCALi! IKDUSTEIBS

In part I of this report, in the course of the discussion of the

economic setting of West Africa, there is. a brief sketch of the present

industrial situation in the countries of the sub-region.

In this part,

suggestions are made for industrial development over the next few years,

within the framework of a conscious policy of sub-regional co-ordination.
These suggestions are made in the light of two basic economic principles*
international specialization and division of labour and the economies of
scale appropriate for each irduetry.
economic and technical feasibility.

They are put foward in the light of
No assumptions are made conoerni^

the kind of political arrangsments which may eventually emerge in West
Africa.
Clearly a network of inter-governmental agreements is required.
The essential point is that what is put forward is economically and tech
nically rational,
Keedles^ to say, variations in these schemes are
possible.

In applying the principles of the economies of scale, account

has been taken of the trend in technological advance which in some indus
tries now makes possible smaller scale production at lower capital cost
than is current practice ir. the industrially advanced countries.
*it
there should be no illusion that it is possible to produce economically

at significantly lower scales of output than those envisaged and therefore
to install new plants in all the territorial
Great stress is laid on the
importance of a *air distribution of industry throughout the sub-region
and therefore on the importance of the country which it is agreed should
undertake one largs industry to serve the bulk of the sub-regional market,
.abstaining from attempting to lay down another large scale industry which
it is agreed should be located elsewhere.
Technically it is of course
perfectly feasible- £or some of the industries considered to be located in
more than ono country.

.Economically, for a numbar of industries, if too

many countries try to produce, all will fa.vU

E/CN.14/246
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Iron and steel-^
51. .The total consumption of iron and steel in the West African sub-

rogion in 1962 was 1,080,000 metric tons, of which 480,000 was indirect

and 600,000 direct.

It is estimated that the total consumption will

grow to 1,770,000 in 1970,

of which 1,100,000 is direct consumption.

The breakdown of. estimated consumption in 1970 by finished steel pro
ducts is shown in Table

2.
Table 2

Estimated Consumption of Finished Steel Products
in

West Africa in 1970

(in thousand metric tons)
West Africa

Total
demand

Uh pr'osenx

un

engineering

types

types

1,100

98®

120

150

15^

-

Bars and rod

260

255

5

Sections

125

106

18

Wire rod

60

36

24

Wire

20

22

Strip

20

8

12

65

34
208

30

ao

Tinplate

30

20

10

Plate

45

30

14

Tubes

110

106

4

10

5

3

Total!
Rails,

etc.

Sheets plain
galvanized

-

Forgings and
castings

Sourcei

The Development of the Iron and Steel Industry in Africa,
The methodsi of estimating used
are fully described in this report.

E/CN.14/IW27, page 26.

\J

■•: .

In this report iron and stool are considered briefly, since iron and

steel in West Africa have been studied separately (E/CN.I4/IS/2).
addition a full report on The Development of the Iron and Steel

Industry in Africa has recently been prepared (L/CN.I4/INR/27).

figures given here are taken from theso two documents.

In

The
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52.

West Africa is particularly well endowed with iron ore deposits

and has in fact some of the richest in the world.

However, the minimum

scale of output required to produce iron and steel economically on an
integrated basis is such as to be beyond the market possibilities of
almost all individual West African markets for some time to come.

The

consumption of steel per head in the whole sub-region averages only

about 6 kg.

However, the estimated growth of demand referred to above,

even making allowances for the fact that at least one-third of the

finished steel products consumed will continue to be imported in 1970,
e.g. heavy sections and wide strip, is such as to justify the laying

down now of two .iron and steel plants.

One of these should be a coastal

plant with an initial output of about 400,000 ingot tons, and the other
an inland plant with a capacity of about 100 to 150,000 ingot tons.

53.

The initial scale of output of the coastal'plant is sufficient to

justify using the conventional blast furnace;

probably oxygen-blown

steel and continuous casting would be the most suitable process for the
next two stages, followed by conventional rolling of a variety of light

steel products.

A second, smaller, inland plant appears to be justified,

owing to heavy transport costs.
and refining is

54.

In this case, electric power for smelting

envisaged.

.

£11 the major raw materials for iron and steel making oan be supplied

from within the 3ub-region, with the exception of coking coal.
modern technology now makes possible great coke, economy.

However,

Nigerian coal

can be used, blended with some imported coke (or coke manufactured from

imported coking coal), together with liquid fuel injeotior..

The rion

ores from Liberia, Mauritania and Sierra Leone should be drawn upon to the
maximum possible extento

There appear to be four possible sites for the

looation of the coastal plants

Port Harcourt (Nigeria), Tema (Ghana)

and Buohanan or Monrovia (Liberia).

More detailed studies of relative

Page

costs are now in pro^<-

21

.utorae.tivs ;«SiMe site3 for the second

island plant are also .ei*g ;^,3aUgated.

Qne possibility ^ be to

draw on the deposit of high giade ore at Kior.: in Western fell.

55. The building of two iron and steel plants, designed primarily to
-PPly a large part of the needs of the whole sub-resion, is not of course

xnoonsxsteat with a lotted n.bo, of sfflall trolling plants based on
scrap which could also subsequently draw on billets produced by the

integrated plants.
Other metals

56

Nigeria Is a si^ificant produo<>, ,f vx

"■elted and shipped out of the country as

57.

^ Qf ^ ^
M

Ouine* has .ubstantieZ bauxite deposit, and at one of the. the ore

i. tra,s,oraed la,d aluffjna ^.^ eiport£tipnj

Ghana>

has

deposits, but lo.-grade eBd acatterea, and wiU shortly have

abundant cheaP P0Wer f,0, tho ?oita ,,_ pro.eots

There

*<* a ocint Pro,e=t ,,h3,eby Guinea ^ s alumina is transformed into

mu* metal ^ alu^i^i^ fflanufaotupe6 ln

58

l/

Since there is so far lifted production of aetals in West Africa

a-d^n particular no. y,, a 81fcnlfioant iron ^ BtMl indu3

wor^ and enginoe,,,fi «. !... d3.sloped than iu tt. otner J „

regions of the Conti-^n* -V

scale scarcely .
.-

,

HoW

■

-

-

"'Slll'eP1Bg iadUStrleS W-kin« « • ^

However, assembly work and finishing are growing

«es are a.se.bl, of .„*„ veh,oles in Ivory Coast, Senegal and
with a further *orks under oo=etruotioa in Upper Tolta
1/

See Annex IV,

2/ An analysis of -ohe situation <s Ai?^r.^ +
statistical information

a *s difficult owing to lack of

working and Sn^^'in ^ J""?°a^ *a*uil* int° aetal

report there is no

Proble

and pos^it

7

I
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59.

There is r, nj,d xo ; ... c..,uina,£ development plans in the assembly

or vehicles ex '
^

y

or

^hAolos

at

AMdjan

^
-~-^^u Xros: i-tance, gu'C -,;he cost- of production
is higher than in Ur-s^ce
~v - io v.^-,A
,,
-- ^A iJ-"

o•*".*;£ «c ■cue low productivity

o- labour, and partly hooau^e tho ^lly production capacity is twenty

-hzcl.s but the Pr3Enn+ outpu.b oaly ^^

fe^ts ^ neightQuring

ocuntrie, enviBa^ ,h,n the ,o^s .,aB established in 1959 have not

Ivory uoa,, i, 35,000 a y,a, ^ the current production only lS,250,
wx

wall

"

-- r-"r-'--:

-^- the asssaoiy worka in Upper Volta, Khioh

have a. ,nnua; cpaoi,, rf 35,000 Moyolec ,,d 5>000 motor soootors
ns vit'-y**---

ni

-i

h

o*.e

- ■.--

\

o^..,o

-.

o*

,no

-ra^icftr.

of

-^h

.. —vto:.,f^ as3-cu?fc.,y i^ustry is

sawing

- — ^i- -0 o.ntr- of production in Nigeria, Kith a
annual output of moro th^- v> r.^o --,«-:-,-■

The prlnoipU oa,ciueic, to ^ drawn is that there is clearly s

for a steady dovGl&vu^
L of ^
dl
economic

■t'j"'^

cation of plans and .-■
ducing countri-^

'
ana Senegal in tho

\

■

iv <-^,lf.-TH,
, ■ - , ^ .
....cLa^n^ ^rt ROS.E Africa

,o..a

l -

■•'■JP3Q o.l

a v,,vi,.rt,, -.-..„,.

m-y-,

■'"■'"" "■'■L

.-.

t-a^IQSrC3.aJ.

A" ■'■■■■
! ^■'-'■= ^s t.n.■■ 3,~c•■:■ ~i ■•- r.--' --->,-• .,-j

.,. w.,.,.^_7

Jt

sp3^it/.iizotion,

v^l:_j3,

-■■-.--

o± certain types of 11-/-it Vi-^s - t ■>

.62«

-■-^

on .the hariaonj--

ag:';eeiflsnts "between pro

=2T«rPi3n-i "betw^3n Ivory Coaat

produce lorries or cert-m -^-.t. -„.- T,.
.

but that

-w-^.y

iiensgaj.

r.

■

hp,s

.

uoa-c

nas

agreed not

to

renounced production

General

repair and Ea:,iUWlll,;tt M.0T3S
^

■-

,

-s

„ , ,r ,^,, ■

w..o.

^drryj.n/5

s«ruction and frequently T.r.-r--- .-,f ].,-^ p ,.

Lagos and Dakar,

.. — -

"

o._^i.

.

oirj

^.

finishing and

-.n^erprifeaj

^nploynv-t Js ^ft-i oo^-idrr-"

.

e»g,

^

the

rocon-

railways in

•

raents and effioiencr raj^iv -f3—
-g
..
" ""
1~i"' a 'a-nv--:- •
m other words? these centres are
the nuclei for .fur-rh^ ^..n .™_,. .„ .
.
^rij?^ production.

*
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63.

There are a number of

ports,

e.g.,

Dakar,

shipbuilding installations in the major

Abidjan, Lagos.

They are engaged in the first

instance in repair and maintenance work,
is also developing,

64*

Metal working,

spread.

e.g.

of 300 to 500

but production .of small

tons in Abidjan.

operating normally on a small scale,

Nigeria has 44 production centres,

Ivory Coast 15countries,

Ghana 25,

is wide

Senegal

20 and

In some oases employment is from 250 to 300.

even those in tho hinterlandj

siaeable production unit*

ships

All

havo at least one relatively

Production of agricultural equipment, and

tools is developing and also construction material and metal containers.

65*

The outlook for expansion of metal working and engineering is

favourable,

with the growth of economic development and improvement of

living standards.

This is particularly true of industries which are

immediate outlets and which are expanding, e.g.. the agricultural.
industries,

the food processing industries,

variety of consumer goods*
be mainly in terms of small
amortization rapid.

At

the present

building and a growing
stage expansion is likely to

scale operations where investment is low and

A further impetus will be the availability of

locally produced iron and steel products and aluminium metal.
in the oase of assembly industries,

Exoept

already discussed,the problem of

harmonization of development plans in the metal working and engineering

field has not yet arisen in West Africa in an acute form.

However, the

time is not far distant when problems of this kind will arise.

detailed studies would not,

More

therefore, be premature.

Chemicals and fertilizers

*

66*

The starting point of developing chemical complexes in Africa oan

be the production of fertilizers.
- .

To produce fertilizers basic chemicals

are required which can be produced in the first instance more economically

as units of fertilizer plants.

The approach of integrating basio

chemicals with fertilizers has been adopted in this report.

i/CN.14/246
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67.

The need forfertilizer as

soil

are exhaustible and

to be so all

have

to "be replenished«

This has been proved

over the world by the increased yield obtained as a result

of fertilizer application.

68.

Tho nutrients that plants get from the

The West African sub-region is no exception.-'

Almost all governments in West Africa (and also FAO through its

Fertilizer Programme under the Freedom from Hunger Campaign) have been
trying to make farmers aware
of fertilizers-

of the benefits to be derived from the use

Giving subsidies,

organizing field demonstrations and

analyzing soils have been some of the means used in recent years and are
atill being used.

Such efforts cannot be expected to bear fruit

immediately but farmers have been found to be more receptive than

expected if approached in the correct way*
number of countries.

This was confirmed in a

In Liberia, for exaaple, where there is no subsidy,

farmers working in the experimental settlement of Kpeir. were,
lack of an organized system of distribution,

for the 1963 season,,

owing to

unable to buy fertilizers

This and other similar situations may be taken

as indications that more and mora farmers understand the advantages to

be derived from the application of fertilizers,

69•

Fertilizer requirements for Wast Africa should be considered both

from the short and the long term,

Plantations and co-operative farms

are the first practical targets but are by no means numerous at present.

l/

Two quotations from the FAQ Regional Soil Fertility Expert,
Dr. Hancks
Fertilizers in Pro^ressivs Agriculture,will clearly
demonstrate why a considerable increase in. fertiliser use should
be expected:
"»,, the average increase in West Africa on all orops
included in the FAQ Fertilizer Program in 1962 was 65 per cent over
non-fertilized plo'ce'\
This compares favourably with 42 per cent
for the Near East,
As for net returns ",.. in the economic results
of the field experiments carried cut under farmers'
Ghana the crops - maize,

groundnuts,

conditions in

rice and y&mr. - give a net

return of 170 - 770 per cent over an investment of about £3

in

fertilizer per acre".
In other words, for every dollar spent on
fertilizer the net return is 1.7 to 7-7 dollars.

VCH.H/246
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It is to "be expected that" they will increase in number since the
present tendency is towards such farming organizations.

Next oome

individual farmers, who are more difficult to convince.

Educating

thorn takes time. This is why the application of fertilizers at the farm
level

is considered a long term project,

70.

Attempts have been made to collect data on areas under planta

tion

and under farmers' holdings.

The idea was that such areas,

together with appropriate available recommended fertilizer rateB of
application, would give some indication of fertilizer requirement, in
both the short and the long term.

Unfortunately the information at

hand is meagre and to some extent unreliable.

Some organizations have,

however, done detailed fertilizer consumption estimates for the sub-

region as a whole and for some individual countries.

Some of these

estimates are based on the total potential cultivable area or on the area'

whioh could be under cultivation in 1970.

The study prepared for the

Nismey Conference on Harmonization of Industrial Plans is an example of
the farmer and that of the "Sooiete Sensgalaise d'Engrais et de Produits
Chimiques" (SS£PC) of the latter. The estimates made by this organization
are to be found

71.

in tablo 3*

The final 1970 estimates and consequently the reoommended oapaoities

are 41,000 and 46,000 tons of N and VJ)

may well be conservative.

respectively.-'

These figures

Looal production will be partly supplemented

"by imports of certain types of fertilizers which will not be produced
locally by 1970.

72.

Plant nutrients appear" in the market in different forms according

to the kind, of weather, soil' and plant requirement.

It would not be

feasible to produce them all, hence the question of.choosing the most
appropriate

l/

types arises.

;

The former includes provisiofc-for purposes other than fertilizer.
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s 3.

Fertilizer Requirements in 1970

Country

.N

Nigeria*

2 ,000

1,.500

Cameroon

4 ,000

1,

Chad

1 ,000

500

50

50

Niger

Total (N+P 0

K

Dahomey

500 '

500

Togo.

200

200

7 ,75^

3, 750

Ivory Coast

5

,500

5, 500

Ghana*

2 ,000

1, 500

250

250

7, 750

7, 25^

22, ooc-

' 32, 000

''

350

■ ■

75

250

100

2, 560

1, 800

50

50

III

25, 150

34, 025

(18,500

-

40, 650

45, 025

(45,000

.

Total %

.

Upper .Volta

(5,000)

K,0

16,500

Liberia
Sierra Leone*
Total

II

Senegal

Mauritania

Mali ' '

'

'

Guinea

Portuguese Guinea

(21,500)
*

*

•

•

•

#

•

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

•

Gambia*
Total

-

:

Grand Total

77,675

Kotos;

The 4,000 tor#U and 3,000 tons P 0 estimates for Nigeria, Ghana
Sierra Leone and Gambia have, for Convenience, been distributed
equally between Nigeria and a^

** Figures in parenthesis were arrived at by assuming a total K 0

consumption of 45,000 tons. They are very rough indications2
based mainly on some existing estimates for K 0. They are here intluded

to give some idea of the order of magnitude of the capacities *f mixings
plants proposed for Port Harcourt, Abidjan and Dakar.

Sourc.: N+PgO estimates by Sooiete Sen^galaise d'Engrais et d« Produits
Ohimiciues

~~~

————__
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It is to "be expected that- they will increase in number since the
present tendency is towards such farming organizations.

Next come

individual farmers, who are more difficult to convince.

Educating

-them takes time- This is why the application of fertilizers at the farm
level is considered a long term project.

70.

Attempts have been made to collect data on areas under planta

tion

and under farmers' holdings.

The idea was that such areas,

together with appropriate available reoommended fertilizer rates of

application, would give some indication of fertilizer requirement, in
both the short and the long term.

Unfortunately the information at

hand is meagre and to some extent unreliable*

Some organizations have,

however, done detailed fertilizer consumption estimates for the subregion as a whole'and for some individual countries.

Some of these

estimates are based on the total potential cultivable area or on the area

which could be under cultivation in 1970.

The study prepared for the

Niamey Conference on Harmonization of Industrial Plans is an example of
the former and that of the "Societe Senegalaise d'Engrais et de Produits
Chimiques" (SSjSPC) of the latter. The estimates mado by this organizatio»
are to be found

71.

in table 3-

The final 1970 estimates and consequently the recommended capacities

ar© 41,000 and 46,000 tons of N and PgO

may well be conservative.

respectively.-'

These figures

Local production will be partly supplemented

by imports of certain types of fertilizers which will not be produced
locally by 1970.

72.

Plant nutrients appear in the market in different forms according

to the kind' of weather, soil and plant requirement..

It would not be

feasible to produce them all, hence the question of .choosing the.most,
appropriate

\l

types

arises.

The former includes provisio»-for purposes other than fertilizer*
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ftj.
Fertilizer Beouirements.in 1970

Country

N

Nigeria*

K2°**

2 ,000

1 ,50c

4 ,000

1 ,0G'.

1 ,000

500

50

50

500

500

200

200

7;,75^

h.750

5,.500

5,■ 500

,000

1, 500

250

250

7,750

7,250

22,000

32,000

350

75

250

100

2,500

1,800

50

50

25,150

34,025

(18,500)

77,675

40,650

45,025

(45,000)

130,675

Cameroon
Chad
Niger
Dahomey
Togo

"Total i
Ivory Coast
Ghana*

Upper Vblta

(5,000)

16,500

(21,500)

36,500

Liberia
Sierra Leone*

tfo'tel II

■■■■■■

Senegal

Mauretania
Mali ■,:■-■■

Guinea.

■

.

Portuguese Guinea

...

™

-

Gambia*
Total

-

-:

III

-,

Grand Total

ffotosi

The 4,000 tonfU and 3,000 tons Prt0
0

estimates for Nigeria, Ghana

bierra Leone and Gambia have, fol (*»nvenienc#., been distributed

equally between Nigeria, and C

** Figures in parenthesis were arrived at by assuming a total K 0
consumption of 45,000 tons. They are very rough indications2
based mainly on some existing estimates for K.O. They are here influded
to give some idea of the order of magnitude of the capacities *f mixing
plants proposed for Port Harcourt, Abidjan and Dakar.

So-urc«: N+PgO estimates by Societe Sene^alaisA d'Engrais et da
Ohimiques

~~~~

~~~
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From the nitrogenous group, ammonium sulphate haa "been found t^

give excellent results, partly due to its sulphur content whioh is
generally lacking in the West .African soil.

Unlike ammonium nitrate

it is not adversely affected by the humid climate of the sub-region.
It is easier and cheaper to manufacture than urea.

The only disad

vantage is its low N content and consequently its high transport cost*

However, the low content does away with filler material during mixing
and makes it easier to apply it or its mixture to the soil more evenly.

It therefore seems1that ammonium sulphate is the first choice.

74.

Like ammonium sulphate single superphosphate has a low nutrient

oontent and is consequently.more expensive to transport than the more
concentrated triple superphosphate.

The latter does not contain

calcium and sulphur in the form of calcium c-.ilphato.

As was stated above,

a largo part of the sub-region is said to be deficient in suplhur.
superphosphate is one of the means of solving this problem.

Single

This is in

factthe only means for groundnut fields where phosphatic fertilizers only
arc; sotjiujad.

As economies of scale in the production of phosphatio

fertilizers arc greater than in the manufacture of nitrogenous ones, it
is possible to produce both kinds, single and triple superphosphates.
The production of both is, therefore, considered here,

■75-

As for potassic fertilizers, the possibility of production in the

sub-region is not taken into account for the simple reason that there are
no known deposits in the sub-region.

It appears that muriate of potash

of over 45 per cent KgO has bean used most in the past and may well be

the type that will have to be imported in the sub-re£ioii.

Choice from

among the- potash fertilizer typos is of course not as limited as for the
other groups6

16*

££2£uoti£n_of^_^

In descending order,

sulphuric acid, soda ash, caustic soda, chlorine and ammonia are the

E/CN.14/246
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backbone of.the chemical and related industries.

In one way or.another

they are used in producing the thousands of chemicals and related products
and are hence known as basic chemioale.

They are also used extensively in

metallurgy, textiles and other branches of industry.

Production of indivi

dual basic oiiGE/.oals, together with fertilizers and certain chemicals

derived from them are considered in the remaining part of this seotion*

The integration of facilities into a complex is ar'iiered to whenever possible.
The raw materials available are shown in Table 4.

77.

The nitrogen complex:

It is envisaged that the nitrogen complex will

include facilities for the production of ammonia, ammonium sulphate, nitric
and sulphuric acids and industrial explosives,

78.

The industrial explosives group is one for which adequate information

is not available.

Present consumption for the majority of the Wect

African countries may be in the neighbourhood of 5,000 tons.

It should be

noted that this figure is on the low side and represents the sum of a

number of explosive types,

Jfrnamite is the most importanttype and aooounts

for some 90 per cent of imports.

Assuming that consumption ur^ooountod for

may balance the quantity of explosives other than dynamite, the figure 5,000
may be taken as the present total consumption of dynamite in the sub-region.
79-

Mining is an industry with a big future in West Africa.

So is

quarrying and the construction of roads, railroads, dams and buildings.

All of these are large consumers of industrial explosives and consequently
an appreciable increase in the demand for explosives may be expected.

Since the real share of dynamite is not known for certain it may not be
advisable to assume a high rate of consumption increase for dynamite.

pate of growth of 7 por cent per annum may serve the purpose.

A

At this

rate then dynamite consumption in 1970 may rise to 8,COO tons (6,00© tons
of nitroglycerine).

G

Ghana

p

en

i

$i geria

y.

4

£• heone

Ouigblo

Adre ty Mayo Kebbi

Near s/guiri

Kauli
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To--prodxu>e---6r0OO'^tons---of nitroglycerine 5,700 tons of 100 per cent

nitric acid and 2,600 tons of glycerine are required.

In faci the glycerine

is nitrated with an equal mixture of nitric and sulphurio aoids "but about

96 per cent of the latter is recovered.
the supply should present no problem.
tons per year.

Recently a large

soap

As the sub-region exports glycerine
Nigeria alone exports over 1,000
factory has been started in Ghana.

The glycerine coming from soap plants is,

81,

however,

crude and needs refining.

In order to produce an explosive which is easy and safe to handle the

nitroglyoerii*e is absorbed in wood flour or in either ammonium or sodium
nitrate.
choice,

82.

As the former is easier and cheaper to obtain it may well be the
Nitroglycerine absorbed in such a medium is known as dynamita.-'

The present consumption of nitric acid which is probably not appreciable

is not known.

The demand is,

therefore,difficult to asses.

Some 300 tons

may be added to the 5?700 tons envisaged for the explosive plant giving a

total of 6,000 tons for 1970.

83-

The classic method of making nitric acid from sodium nitrate and

sulphuric acid is disappearing fast.
catalytic oxidation of ammonia.

The mpdern and economical one is the

The ammonia required to produce the

estimated quantity of nitric acid comes to 1,740 tons.

84»

It has been estimated that some 39,000 tons of nutrient (if) may be

the nitrogenous fertilizer demand by 1970.

In terms of ammonia and

ammonium sulphate this amounts to 47»5OO and 184,000 tons respectively.

1/

There is, however, a good future for fertilizer grade ammonium nitrate
substituting dynamite in quarrying, road building and certain typos of
construction works.
The nitrate when detonated with fuel oil.is said

to give the same blasting effect as that of dynamite.
This has been
proved in the USA and its adoption, provided an airironium nitrate

facility is annexed to the complex, may appreciably reduce the cost
for part of the industrial explosives.
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85*

To convert ammonia to azuncx^X.'^. r'i'JLphate /* large quantify of sulphuric

acid is needed.

of acid.

For the

intended capacity this comes to 138,000 tons

A sulphuric acid unit of 167,000 tons capacity is envisaged for

the complex,-*

Capacities and raw material requirements,

tons, may be recapitulated as follows

Nitric acid

expressed in

1

Nitric

Ammo

Natural

Sulphuric

Acid

nia

gas

Acid

6;0C0

1,740

Ammonium sulphate

(m 3)

47,500

Sulphur

138,000

45,000

138,000

45,000

Ammonia for other

360

purposes

Total

86.

6,000

49,600

49.6x10

As has been noted the major raw materials for the complex are sulphur

and one of the carbonacious substancess

None of the sources of sulphur

are known to exist in appreciable quantities in the sub-region.-^Pyrites
with a 3 per cent sulphur content is said to exist in eastern Senegal.
The presence of sulphides associated with gold in both Ghana and Sierra Leone
and with shale and limestone in Ghana is known.
of all these deposits has been undertaken so far.

No economic evaluation
It is understood that

the Ghana Government will start studies of its deposits early next year.

Pntil such a time as an economical source of sulphur is found, the
industries which need it as raw material will have to import it.

1/

Capacities of all sulphuric acid facilities are over sized so as

2/

See table 4,

to cover requirements for other purposes,.
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87.

Carbonacious materials for hydrogen production and for fuel arc

varied and abundant:

coal, petroleum and natural gas in descending

order of importance are the most important.

Wherever there is natural

gas it is cheaper and easier to use it as a source of hydrogen.

The

natural gas in Nigeria (Niger Delta) is sulphur free and consequently
purification equipment simple.

9

Proven reserves of 85 1 10

to "be- enough for virtually any purposes.

reached 2 million M .

m

3

are likely

Annual production has already

In the neighbourhood of the gas fields, natural

gas oosts about 15 d or *:0.178 per 1000 ft .

with that in the United States.

This price is competitive

It is, therefore, possible that natural

gas will be the sources of hydrogen and Nigeria is the most promising
location for thenitrogen complex.

88.

The other main faotor,

power.

especially for nitrogen fixation is electric

For the complex to be feasiblecheap and abundant power should

be available (90 x 10

kwhr for nitrogen fixation only).

Nigeria is not

in a position to supply such a requirement until the realization of the

hydro-power scheme on the Niger River (Kainji Dam).

This, of course,

means that the complex cannot start operation before the hydro-power is
commissioned.

89.

The phosphate complex:

Two plants,

one for triple super-phosphate

in Senegal and one for single superphosphate in Togo are envisaged..

Both

countries are now exploiting their phosphate deposits and selling them ia

world markets enriched to over 8l per cent BPL.
90.

,A project is.at an advanced stage for a triple superphosphate plants

with a capacity of 32,600 tons per year for Senegal..

According to a

report by the Sooiete Industrielle d'&ngrais du Senegal tlie conversion

of imported or locally manufactured ^mmonia to ammonium sulphate is being
seriously considered together with the triple superphosphate plant.

It

would.be more realistic for Senegal to forego the production of nitro
genous fertilizer and concentrate,on the production of phosphatic ferti
lizers,

i.e.

triple superphosphate.
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91.

According to the Services de 1'Agriculture of Senegal the planned

production of 32,600 tons will not satisfy the demand of Senegal after

1968.

It is therefore suggested here that the capacity be inoreased to

62,000 tons.

This output is expected to satisfy the extra demand for

Senegal and provide an exportable surplus to those countries which prefer
to use triple superphosphate.

92.

Triple superphosphate is made by reacting phosphatic acid with rock

phosphate.
output.

About 21,000 tons are .required to produce the envisaged
The acid may be made by the wet method using sulphuric acid or

by the eloctric-furnace method.

If the former method were* used, a

49,000 tons sulphuric acid unit will have to be integrated in the complex.
The electric-furnace method does away with sulphuric acid but consumes

about 82 million kwhr of electricity.

It is unlikely that sufficiently

cheap power will,be available in Senegal within the foreseeable futures

hence the wet method seeus preferable.
such is probably negligible-.

Phosphoric aoid consumption as

If need for it for use elsewhere arises,

it could be met by increasing the number of days worked at the phosphorio
acid unit of the complex.

93.

After deducing the 27,000 tons P^ (62,000 tons triple superphosphate)

from the 1970 expected consumption of 46,000 tons F20

single" superphosphate) remains.

(100,000

tons

It is suggested that a single super

phosphate plant with this capacity should be established in Togo.

A sulphuric acid unit with a capacity of 36,000 tons is needed as part of

the plant.-

Due to the large quantity of sulphur which will have to bev

imported to the sub-region it may be worthwhile to consider the possibility

of using hydrochloric acid from neighbouring Ghana.
The salt electrblysis
plant proposed.for Ghana will have excess of chlorine or hydrochloric aoid
as a by-product,

A method has recently been developed to partly 'sub

stitute hydrochloric acid for sulphuric acid, that is, to use a mixture
of both acids.

This would be welcomed.
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94«

Fertilize,? mixing anflT[distri'hutio:t»

In general;

(with exceptions

such as for groundnuts)3 fertilizers are applied in the form of mixtures
in the sub-region.

This naturally implies the need, for mixing plants.

It would "be advisable to consider the location of such plants to serve
as distributing centers as well..

Port-Harcourt,

Abidjan and Dakar

seem to be suitably located for these purposes,

95.

Though difficult to assign capacities,

an attempt was made in

Table 5 to arrivo at figures which may givo some idea on the ord6r of
magnitude*

The figures obtained are 16?5OO tons for Port-Harcourt,

36,500 tons for Abidjan and 78.000 tons for Dakar.
materials these are roughly 65,000,

96.

In terms.of fertiliser

112,000 and 243,000 tons respectively.

Fertiliser mixtures are graded according to their content of

nitrogen (N), phosphorous pentoxide (P2Pc) ani potassium oxide (K?0) in
that order,

Owing to the m&jiy possible combinations,

hundreds of fertiliser grades is possible,,
higher is the cost of mixing,

packing,

formulation of .

The more formulas the

transporting,

etc.

Thus the

number of formulas chouid be limited in the light of the results obtained
from the field.

97*

The salt. ,e--.e_9jir^juyaj.^^comple^i

dealt with-

Unlike the other basic chemicals

caustic soda and chlorine are in no way connected with the

fertilizer industry,

The complex suggested here is based mainly on the

retjuireaen-o of caustic

scda for other industries.

It

should be noted

here that contrary to the situation in developed countries,

caustic soda

is the main and chlorine the "by-product,

98O

At the indent t

processing of "bauxite to alumina (in Guinea) is

the major oonsumbr of causti.-, soda (3O3OOO tons per year).

It is under

stood that the Guinea GovernriGnt is planning to put up a second alumina

plant at Bokeo

Although ib will use imported alumina at the beginning

the Tema Aluniniur? Smelter under construction in Ghana will eventually
smelt locally processed ^Vojy.iua,

Pooause capacities of these two

alumina plants are not known, their caustic requirement cannot be
estimated,.
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Caustic soda requirements for.othDr purposes ara estimated as
hereunder:

viscose rayon plant
petroleum refineries
present requirement

Total

13,600 tons
l»700 tons
12,800 tons

28,100 tons

This total together with the 30,000 tons for bauxite conversion
suggests that a plant of 60,000 tons capacity is possible.

" The <

balance of 1,900 tons is expected to cover, at least partly, the demand

(for new soap, textile, pulp and paper, etc. plants) that could not be
estimated now.

It is understood that such a oapacity will not be able

to meet the demand by 1970.

A second plant to take care of the two

new alumina plants and other industries will be a neoessity.^/
99-

As for the location of the first pi^nt Ghana seems the most

suitable.

In the whole coast of West Africa a large part of the Ghana

coast and to some extent that of Togo are the only areas where economic

solar evaporation of sea water is said to be feasible:

the Ghana

Government has already studied solar salt product ion... and has come to the
conclusion that some 250,000 tons of salt can be produced per annum.

(This is more than twice tho salt requirement of the proposed complex).
In general this salt will consist of 99-4 per cent or over of sodium

ohloride.

A special reduced rate of w3.92";per ton has already been

fixed for industrial establishments using salt as raw material.

The

other factor favouring the location of the salt electrlysis plant in

Ghana is electric power.

The hydro-electric power from the Volta

Project is expected to supply the"plant with its considerable power

requirement (21 x 107 kwhr).

A special rate of 0,2625/kwhr has

1/ It is hoped by then that Guinea will be in a position as regards
the availability of salt and cheap abundant power to build the
second complex.
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already boon proposed by the
is here
100•

assumed that

Since there

a

similar rate will apply to the plant in question.

given to its production.

studying the

second

salt

appears to bo

tho choice.

It

should be taken into

electrolysis complex.

one unit can produce soda ash economically,
location,

smelter and it

is no means of estimating the demand for soda ash no

consideration has been
account while

IBRD for the Tsm^ * ."-uminium

Ghana,

When tho

If only

because of its central

seoond complex starts opera-

tion there will necessarily be a readjustment

of market coverage.

may mean limitation

soda from the

of the market

for caustic

in idiich case the excess may be converted to soda ash.

This

Ghana plant

In case such' an

excess does not arise the market coverage can be purposely adjusted to

create the needed- caustic

soda for the manufacture of

■plant expanded to produce more caustic

soda ash or the

soda.

101. Here again assessing the demand for hydrochloric acid is difficult
since no background data indicating its possible trend exists.
could be used as a

If it

substitute for sulphuric acid both in single super^-

pktephate making (partially or totally) and in steel pickling, quite a
good part of the chlorine produced may be converted into it.
stitution for the latter is not unrealistic

The

sub

since hydrochloric acid is

usually morj effective for metal cleaning and sinoe the proposed inte
grated steel industry will definitely boost up the demand of acid for
this purpose,

■$

102, About 800 tons of the acid would be required by the mercury cells, of

tli'o electrolysis plant itself.
take about 3>6OO tons.

The proposed PVC plant, if realized, would

If it can be assumed that about 600 tons may b©

needed to cover the odd demands for the acid,
capacity may be integrated.

a facility with 5,000 tons

^-aetra demand for HCl can be met by adding

mor.e burners .to the. rest of the equipment which should be designed with
a higher capacity.

■
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103. Although- ths oo^ption of chlorine cheaioi.-«oh as caloiua
fcypochlorite, oaloium chloride, bleaching ponder etc. is not known and

13 nOt eXPe°W tu Le -^tantial, such chemicals win surely take their

proper place ia the years'to come thereby providing outlets for chlorine.

Facilities f0r their manufacture should be provided as soon as increased
consumption warrants production.

In other words the profitable disposal

of chlorine may bo expected to increase with time.

104. The success of this complex will depend upon the economical disposal
of he 51,000 tons cf byproduct chlorine. It is suggested here- that,

xn the final analysis., the feasibility of the comply be determined by
assuming that all charges including disposal of the chlorine in the form

of hydrochloric acid are absorbed against caustic soda. Of course, .
chlorine which can be markoted in the form of chlorine or hydrochloric

amd should be treated properly.

1..5.' The_Visc0_se rayon .Mpler, Rayon consumption in West Africa'is

quite substantial,

Th» rate of growth for the 1953 - 1957 period has

teen high, the 1957 consumption being about thr.e and a half times that
of 1953. After 1957, however, the trend seems to have been reversed,
especially in the two main consumer countries, namoly, Mgeria and Ghana.

According to "Industrial Growth in Afric9^loo0 OOC3umption „,

e sub-region was 187 million yards.

O.000 tons 0P lM. than half cf tkQ 195

^

This is roughly equivalent,to

95?

oonsufflption>

s

wder

that hxgh tariff imposed aftc-r 1957 is the main reason for the drop.
Other possible reasons are the in-roads that synthetics are making into

tl 8 ffi"ket " thS SUti

106 .rbrn what has boon said, rayon should not be ejected to ever again
sxmilar popularity as it used to. in 1957 Wdbefore.

This cf course

Page'3?

does not mean that demand for it will disappear.
there as in the case in other countries.
estimate it.

From

The demand will be

It is, however, difficult to

Industrial Growth in Africa" the total estimated

consumption for 1970 for the whole sub-region is 1,360 million yards,
of which 340 million yards or 42,000 tons is for the sub-region.
107. The word rayon as used here is generic and includes viscose,
acetate and cuperammonium.

In the 1950'» world production of this

group viscose occupied first place with 73.5 Pe*" oent.

Using this

factor the 1970 consumption of viscose rayon comes to 31jOOO tons.
As the trend is not clear and in order to avoid a possible plant over

capacity it would be advisable to plan for a lower capacity.

It is

suggested that a 20,000 tons plant may be an economic proposition.

. For such a capacity the following raw.materials will be required*

Raw materials

Dissolving pulp

■

.....-.-

Carbon disulphide

.

.

Caustic soda
Sulphuric aoid

109. At
pulp

the moment

..

,

Per ton

\.

;

Per 20,000 tons

1.12

22,400

0.35

7>000

0.68

13»600

1.30

26,000

there is no known established source for dissolving

in the sub-regions ,

The Federal

Research Institute in Nigeria is

currently conducting research on:pulp for paper and has so far fou^JL out

that gmsline orborea has a good future as a source of pulp.
analysis.of this pulp

The chemical

suggests that it oould be used as a dissolving pulp.

Work is continuing.to establish its suitability for viscose making.
Alternatively cotton linters, if economically available, may be used in.
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place of. pulp.

Should the two sug^ted sources prove impracticable, a

converting plant may be sot up to use imported dissolving pulp until such

time as local pulp is available.

110. Caustic soda from Ghana and sulphuric acid from the nitrogen complex
in Nigeria could be used.
The other major raw material, carbon disulphide,
could be manufactured on the spot, that is, in the sam3 as or adjacent to
the viscose rayon plant.
Sulphur and charcoal or methane are the raw
materials from which carbon disulphide is made.
The last two, especially
■ethon«, are available in Nigeria.
Sulphur will have to be imported,
about 6,000 tons being the annual requirement.

111. Most of ths factors determining location seem to favour Nigeria.
These together with over half of the output destined to the same country
suggest that Nigeria (Port Harcourt) will probably be the most suitable
country to build the oomplex.

carbide Calcium, carbide is an intermediate
oompound for
rmedia
ctl
the making of acetylene
which is used as fu6i in outting ^ wliing ^

manufacturing Polyvinylchloride (PTC).

Current conation of calcium

carbide Ae in the neighbourhood of 4,500 tons.
This oontrats with the
6,000 tons which is the sum of import figures for the years 1962 and
earlxer.
The average of these two, 5,250 tons, was consequently used as

a basis for future need estimation.

113. Prom import statistics for Nigeria the rate of iap^se for the

1953-62 period was about 6 per cent.
Assuming this will apply tor the
whole sub-region the 197O consumption estimate works out at 8,000 tons

In view of the faster deveiopment that is to be expected in industriali
zation and construction works this estimate may be taken to be on the low
side.

The 1970 total expected demand would be :
PVC plant

5,500 tons

Construction and
industry

8,000 tons

Total

13,500 tons
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114* Limestone and carbon in the form of coal, coke or charcoal are the
raw materials required for manufacturing the carbide..

Both are available

in the sub-region, mostly in countries like Ghana and Nigeria for which
new basic industries have been proposed,

Dahomey and Guinea have

limestone deposits and both may use charcoal or coal imported from
Nigeria.

Dahomey, however, at this stage does not seem to be able to

provide the large quantity of electric power needed.
may supply it.

This is merely a possibility.

.

Nigeria or Ghana

If one or both of them

will not be in a position to supply the power needed (41 x 10

kwhr) the

carbide plant or plants may have to be located in countries with adequate
eleotric power.

115* Capacities suggested are 6,000 tons (Dahomey) and 7,500 tons

(Guinea).

Both plants are expected to meet the demand from neighbouring

countries around them.

The plant ..In Guinea could also supply the

proposed PVC plant in Ivory Coast with its requirements (5,500 tons),

H6.

PVC (Polyvinylohloride)?

In advanced countries, among the

synthetic plastics and resins, vinyl resins take the lead.

This was

found to be the case in West Africa with polyethylene coming second.

Polyvinylchloride (PVC), the most important of the vinyl group is oonsidered here.

Almost all of the PVC consumed in West Africa is in the

form of plastic choes and sandals.

Many of the countries in the sub-

region have one or more moulding establishments which manufacture these

from imported ready-for-use plastic powders.

Some are planning to

expand existing facilities and others to put up new ones.

117• PVC is one of the chemical commodities whose past trend could not be
traced.

Its present demand appears to be about 4,500 tons.

The sandals

and shoes made from it are popular and because they are cheap and durable

demand for them may be expected to grow fast.

They are mainly bought by
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low income groups.

This obviously implies that as the

living of such people improves,
and leather shoes,

standards of

sophisticated foot wear,

may be wanted.

This means that

such as rubber

the popularity that

plastic shoes and sandals enjoy now will not go on indefinitely.
theless it

is not unrealistic to assume that they will

for the coining decade or so.

reasonable.

increase in popularity

In the absence of past trends and taking into

account new applications for PVC in

coating and tubing,

Never

sheeting,

flooring,

wire and fabric

a 10 per cent rate of growth may be considered

Thus consumption in 1970 works out at 8,800 tons.

118. Import or consumption figures in general refer to moulding compo
sitions containing PVC and one or more of others,
pigments,

etc.

i,e*,

filler,

plasticizer,

According to information gathered from existing plants in

the sub-region the avorage content of PVC i.~i imported moulding compositions
for shoes and sandals is 60 per cent by weight.

Assuming that this

applies to othsr PVC articles as well the pure PVC equivalent to the 1970

demand comes to 5>3OO tons.

To produce tho above quantity of PVC 2,200 and

3,600 tons of acetylene and hydrochloric acid are required respectively.
In terms of calcium carbide the former is equivalent to 5»5OO tons.

119*

Abidjan in Ivory Coast appears to be suitably located to- use the

calcium carbide from Guinea and hydrochloric acid from Ghana.

As this

will probably be the only plant for some time its central location,
as distribution is concerned,

as far

would be an advantage.

Capital lequirements
120. The figures under the headings fixed, working and total capital
shown in Table 5 should be taken as indications of orders of magnitude

of capital requirement.

The total (excluding the explosive unit) is

about 65 million dollars and represents the sum for the individual plants
and units incorporated with them.

This figure does not include the cost
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Approximate Capital Requirements for tho Proposed Capacities

Chemical products and
proposed locations

Annual

Fixed

Working

Total

capacities

capital

capital

Capital

(tons)

(•)

($)

(*)

Nigeria (Port Harcourt)
Nitrogen complex
Ammonia

Nitric acid
Ammonium sulfate

Industrial

explosive

__ Sulfuric acid

50,000

10,000,000

1,500,000

11,500,000

6,000

600,000

100,000

700,000

190,000

1,400,000

200,000

1,600,000

6,000

•

■

•

*

■

•

•

■

■

•

*

*

167,000

1.200,000

500,000

3,700,000

Fertiliser mixing

65,000

500,000

300,000

800,000

Viscose rayon

20,000

19,000,000

2,800,000

21,800,000

7,000

1,000,000

200,000

1,200,000

35,700,000

5,600,000

41,300,000

8,000,000

1,200,000

9,200,000

140,000

20,000

160,000

8,140,000

1,220,000

9,360,000

100,000

600,000

1©0,000

700,000

41,000

1,400,000

200,000

1,600,000

2,000,000

300,000

2,300,000

1,400,000

200,000

1,600,000
1,800,000-

230,000

1,600,000
1,830,000

270,300

2,070,000

1,100,000

600,000

1,700,000

5,900,003

1,300,000

7,200,000

complex

Carbon disulfide■
Total

Ghana. (Teraa)
Salt electrolysis complex

caustic/chloyine

Hydrochloric acid

t50,000/51,000
5,000

Total

Togo (Kpeme)
Single superphosphate
Sulfuric acid
Total

'Senegal
Triple

(Dakar)
superphosphate

Sulfuric acid
Phosphoric acid
Fertilizer mixing
Total .

62,000
53,00b

20,500
250,oco

Ivory Coast (Abid.ian?)
PVC

Fertilizer mixing
Total

5,300

2,000,000

111,.000

670,000
2,670,000

300,000

2,300,000

330,000

1,000,000

630,000

3,300,000

700,000

100,000

800,0©0

Guinea (Conakry?)
Calcium carbide

7,500

Dahomey (Cotnnou?)
Calcium carbide

Total (all)*

6,000

600,000

55>810»000

Does not include investment costs for the explosive plant

90,000

91240,000

.

690,000

64,950,000
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of freight,

insurance and handling charges of equipment,

"building

materials and others which should be imported to set up the industries
in question.-

Taking this into account could easily "bring the total

investment to the.neighbourhood of 70 million dollars.-'
such a figure may be
of the financial

l/

At its ' est

taken as-an indication of the order of magnitude

implications.

Factors such as utilities and communications are assumed to be
available in an easily developed site*

E/CN.14/246
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Cement

121.

There are at present three cement plants in operation in West Africa:

two in Nigeria (Swekoro and .Mkalagu) with production capacities respootively

of 200,000 and 220,000 tons per annum; and one in Sonegal (Bargny) with a
capacity of 200,00" tons.

In addition there are two works in Nigeria,

at

Port Harcourt and EnugUj grinding clinker imported from Europe.

122»

A new cement works is in the course of "being erected at Sokoto,

in

Northern Nigeria, with a capacity of 100,000 tons per annum but capable of
being built up later to 200,000 tons.
Maibaza,

Another works is to be erected at

in Niger, with a capacity of 30,000 tons.

Tfcore are a considerable

number of other projects for cement works or clinker grinding which are
being studied or which are

123.

simply initial

ideas.

Production capacity in West Africa is thus at present of tho

order of 700,000 tons per annum and this is likely to be increased to up
to

124.

900,000 tons on the basis of-more

or less firm projects.

Present annual consumption of cement in the sub-region can be estimated

at about 2 million tons
in Ghana).

(of which 800,000 tons in Nigeria and 500,000 tons

Annual consumption figures fluctunke greatly and arc. obviously

linked with major public works projects, but a figure of 2 million tons is

a fair order of magnitude,

-^-t is not unreasonable to expect this figure to

increase tc about 3.2 million tons in 197n<»

125.

It will be seen that the bulk of the c?ment consumption in the sub-

region is from imports and,

taking into account prospects of growth of

consumption, there is a clear prima facio case for substantial additional
cement capacity.

It should be added that the 1.5 million tons of cement

imported into West Africa in 1961, Kainly^from Europe or NorAh America,

was valued (c.i.f.) at US$34 million.
126.

Despite the insufficiency of local production, a considerable number

of the projects under consideration are a 1 ong way from the production stage.

i<lih*«^

Ut^

e/cn.14/24^
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Somo of the studies have of course teen put in hand too reoently for it
to be reasonable yet to expect results.

Others have shown doubtful

economic viability, frequently owing to the limitation of national markots.

Taking into account also the lack of suitable chalk deposits in some
countries, there are strong reasons for approaching the problem of ooment
production on an integrated sulv-regional "basis.

127*

A policy for the building-up of coment production within a .sub-

regional framework must distinguish between the hinterland oountries, tho
coaatal countries without suitable chalk deposits and the coastal
countries with chalk deposits.

128.

The hinterland countries enjoy a natural protection against oement

imported from Europe or produood at the coast.

This means that production

oan be envisaged economically on a limited scale.

All the hinterland

countries possess suitable chalk deposits, well looated, and sinoa growth

of consumption is likely to be relatively slow for some time to cooe,
there is no strong case for a co-ordinated polioy.

On the contrary,

overything should be done to create national cnment industries.

However,

there is considerable scope for the application of new techniques for

small scale production (lO,0C0 to 30,000 tons per annum)
common research policy with r_ view

maximum possible oxtent.

to

to

thp

This applies to Mali Niger and Upper Volta.

As

far as the last country is concerned,

reducing costs

production

the ohalk in the Bobo-Dioulasso

region has been definitely recognized as unsuitabletherefore be oriented towards the

of

and thus a

Studies should

chalk in the Dori region, whioh seems

capable of feeding a small works which oould supply part of the markets

of the three countrios.

In the caso of Guinea, a project to sot up. a

sizeable oement works using Siguiri chalk has been abandoned as nop«economic.

It would seem worthwhile re-examining the problem by studying

the possibility of setting up a small works designed to supply the Upper

Guinea market and perhaps the frontier regions of Mali*

E/CN. 14/246
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12?. Of the coastal countries, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ivoi-y Coast, part
of Ghana and Togo lack suitable «>halk deposits and are considering the
setting ur of works to grind imported clinker.

It would seem acre sensiHo

to draw upon .linker proved in neighbouring African countries rather tLan
import from Europe or the United States. Liberia and Togo, however, are
thinking of importing clinker as return cargo, on the face of it an eco-omi:
solution.

Nevertheless,' it may be expected that some 700,000 tona pei-

amaum oould be obtained froa neighbouring African countries.

130.

Apart from Senegal and Nigeria, who are already exploiting.their

ahalk, there are good prospects of drawing upon local deposits in Dahomey

(Onigbio), Ghana (Nauli) and perhaps Guinea (if the prospection at present

proceeding in the Gaoua region reveals sufficient reserves).

Studies of

the production of cement in these countries are still at an early stage and

there are problems to be solved*

The Dahomey project is handicapped by the

limitations of the national market (60^00 tons). It would seom reasonable
to r«-oxaraine the problem on the *aSis of a 200,000 to 250,000 ton works
producing not only for the local market but also clinker to be exported
via the new port at Cotonou to Ivory Coast and Ghana.

131.

Ghana possesses suitable chalk dnposits at Nauli, isolated froa

the main domestic market.

The construction of a cement plant would

require either a new railway link or new port installations.

Meanwhile,

Ghana is examining the possibility of establishing a clinker grinding
works at Tema. It would seem useful to examine the possibility of
installing a large olinker grinding works at Nauli, together with port

facilities, making possible also the supplying of grinding works at Tema rV.d.
art- Abidjan,- Piaally^if the research in Guinea concerning Gaoua is

suocessful and a cement works is set up, it could supply t!ie coastal
centres of Guinea and Sierra Loone.

The suggestions made for new channels

of intra-tfest African trade in cement and olinker depend ,n transport
tosts, and in particular on the cost of sea transport between tfost
African ports.

These costs are at present exorbitant and indeed

■

'|ig^
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ly rule out the ^seibiIi±T_.

l-du,.ts such as 0link9T.. Tt *.
*« -uld be the re,! ^ ....I' ' "

of oxoha»gs of heavv

SS9nti^ to examine oarefully

- Vest Afri0a in cem9n, ^
132.

^

^

au^tantial trada

The Wsst Africaa

>* 1,100 EUIion saual.e

- for ap>arel .^/^ "

;

may ta approximately aSE0S3id

««h of the total markst la

from the figui>oe gi;en

(million ,q,rai.dB-

'

421

885

7. 7

133.
the

fifteen yeal, may bo

^

sub3,WGn

JW6-C

1963

1 ,008

l;l"'O

14.3

1948

15^0

s.

15.5

On the other hand,

d only ^ 2J ..„ ^

2.8

by

<*

15 Per

oont
the

p;1.

eai>lt

i, ^r^r

1963.

the
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"
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134« ' Tfr© faators involved in this

slowing down are several - and are

discussed later- but it should be recognized that the

slowing down in the

quantitative aspects of increase has been accompanied ^y a shift to fabrics
of higher per yard values.
nonetheless limits

the

shift is still of medcrato

importance to

135- ' Nigeria and Ghana,
African •onsumption.

The

be

between them,

but

it

attached to quantitative tren.ds.

account for three-fifths of the

In a broad sense,,

this

or less constant over the years sino o 1948.

-

West
*

situation has remained raor«

Ivory Coast is the third largest

market although it is a mu^h smaller market than Ghana.
and »ossiVLy some

sise,

Sierra Leone,

of the former French West African countries for whom it

has not been pos»xble to work out individual data,

fall in the sam« broad

group of »arket sice as Ivory Coast, nara«ly 40 to 60 million square yards.
Oth«r-markets,
of

suofe as Togo,

Liberia,

th« former-»Freneh Wast African

markets

136,

smaller

Portugu«se Guinea,

»ouMtri«s form the

Gambia and some

third gi;oup with

*kan-25-million,ya»ds,per year,

Details of tke textile majdeet .^-*ouiitrl»s are brought together sTm1ow

both for the latest year for which data *ould b« worked out and for

som»

earlier years (in million squar* yards):
*

-

Nigeria

1948

'

-

194

Ghana

1955'
406

74
15

33

41

Gamliia

5

8

14

Liberia

4

8

12

10

8

•

4

9

S

Sierra L«on»

" * '

Portuguese Guin»a

Togolajai.
^

French

West Africa,

......

of whi#h Ivo»y Coast

'

t

-,

.

HI
' ..

'
'

'

.....

218

31#

"'•"•

5^
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In 1948, the West African textile market was for all* practical

purposes

a single-fobr© market,

a market for aotton goods,

By-JL?55>

rayon had mado very considerable inroads into the earlier predominance

of cotton, and co'mmanded about 26 per cant of the textile market.
appear that in the present condition of rayon technology,

It woul

given the warm,

humid climates in most West African countries, this was about th* maximum
Aproportion of the

market

that rayon could command,

because

of(rayon declined moderately by I960 to 24 per cont.

the

proportion

Of course,

in part,

thjLs process, was aided by the imposition of higher- import tariffs on rayon
goods in several countries.
t

It is also interesting to observe that in

many^ of the smaller countries the ^redominanpc of cotton is greater than
in the larger textile markets,

138.

Wool, in th» climafi* conditions*of West Afrira, is statistically

insignificant.

Another group of *fi!resj namely syntiw»ti*s (mainly nylon)

Has at present the same -s'tatistfpal "lark of importance as w6ol.
, ."basically,
# on

But

the situatio^ hor* is similar to that.of rayon in 194*,

a. lower s*alet of probable expansion in absolute terms than rayon

commanded in 1948,
The West African textile^ market according

to fibres has evolved

as follows (in million square yards):

Cotton

Rayon

1955

4*8

653

755

12

229

239

8

Mool

Synthetics

^40.

1943

,

—

-

f_

I960

ULM. -BlT.L.I- —i

9#
1

10

.

7

The distribution of eguntry markets according to fibres in"l96#

Lxa million 3quar# yaarda) waaj
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Cotton

Wool

Rayon

Nigeria

317

106

4

Ghana

139

44

£

Sierra Leone

35

6

Gambia

10

4

Liberia

11

1

Portugueso Guinea

9

Togolaad

fi

_

- Synthetics
2

-

-

"

-

-

-

-

-

L_,_

-

Former Frenob.

£26

Wost Africa

141»

Hie bulk of the West African requirements of textiles - perhaps some

80 per oent - is met by imports.

In the oaso of cotton textiles, dopendonoo

on importa

over TO per oont

is tho

loastj

yet well

oame from abroad in 1963.

In the oase of rayon goods,

dependence on imports is perhaps as high as 90 to

imports
made

on imports

of wool

ovorwholmingly takes

In

short,

out of

the

95 P®*" cant.

and synthetics is total.
the form of

clothing or hosiery rather

yarn-

supplies needed

(in the production of gpoy "bafts, tho proportion

of West'African production is muoh higher,)

dependence

of the

than the

The

iupoxts of piece
import of the

approximate market

of

Finally,

dependsnoo on

goods,

or ready-

intermediate material,

1,100 million square

yards

in 1963» less than 220 million square yards are likely to have been mado in
1Wast A£rioa,

after making some

arbitrary allowance

for

tho

small

seala

(in terms of absolute production) handloom industries in several West
Afrioan countries,
3,42.

Manufacturing industries on any significant scale exist mainly in

Nigeria and two

forms*

or

composite

three

other countries,

and typically take

one of three

spinning and weaving mills for cotton textiles}

purely

wearing units (generally using imported yarns) for cotton and/or rayon goodsj
and hosiory faotories,

again generally using imported yarns.

of non-apparel

industries,

voj?y limited.

textile

suoh as fishing nets

or

The

tyre

growth

cord,

is
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143.

Muoh growth is now envisaged.

Indeed, one estimate is that nearly a

score of cotton textile mills are in the process of being planned.

A

development of significance, in this connexion, is the erection of a major

finishing plant with a capacity of several million yards, some fifty miles
out of Acora, in Ghana.

This plant will depend upon imports of grey cloi»h.

Nonetheless, it is clear that the projected soale of expansion, oithor in
terms of the agreements negotiated or in terms of the targets laid do^pa in
some of thfl national plans, do not imply more than marginal lowering of tho
present import depondenoo.

In this nontext, a first view is offered of

the potential soale of growth that oould be envisaged on a seven to twelve*
year basis.

144.

Present West African lovels of per capita consumption are a

result of many factors - habits and the lack of them, olimatio considera
tions, inoomo levels and so on.

In any oase these levels are considerably

lower than would seom to be warranted by countries with similar or lower
inoorae levels.

At the samo time, it is olear that a number of factors a?Q

tending to limit the size of the market.

First of all, there is the

tendency to- buy "better (i.e. more expensive) cloth rather than mare yardage.
Secondly, there is the pressure of rival demands on the consumer's shilling
or frano of which the most toll-tale sign is the small transister radio

and of whioh the most pervasive and more genuine example* is the rise in
expenditure on children's education

Thirdly, there is the frequent

:

cumulative effect of adopting western modes af dress whioh aro more
ooonoaical of oloth per 'dress',

traditional oostumes.

as it were,

than the more elaborate*

The latter, in turn, is supplemented by a less

formal approaoh to the basic western modes of clothing necessitated by ■
climate and sponsored by-the easier informality of the now political olites.
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145*

Vieved in the for-ground. of

weapons:;

of

oloth consumption

in tho short run at

any rato,

this ^or.plex of factors,

to

future

to

havo

1948—55 jump in per capita levels.
significant

those

to

not;:

that

if

in

implicit

income

in it

-.uantitativo

docs not

appyar,

anything like

the

On the other hand? it is equally

income

sices do move

in

the

direction of

strata of population which to—day consume perhaps less'than

ono-tenth of

the national

could

overwhelming.

become

development
occur

si*,es

the

in

may woll

r-apita lovola?

That

is "beyond reasonable

this

bo

per

dii^otions

beyond

the

che

main

tho

quantitative response

thio would happen

doubt,
thrust

at

3ome

stag^

in

but whatever advance movements
of

immediate perspective

such an

overwhelming response

of seven

to

twelve y;arss

with whi-r-h the projections be3.ow dealc

Estimates

Projections

of

of

textiio

market -

textile

■market

-

Projections
of

textile

marko t —

1070
million

GO million

>j million

availability

5»5 yards

lr(*0 yar-ds

2^.-0 yards

Total,

jlCO m.yde-

1,36^ n,y-.ls.

l,8C0 m.ydc,

Population
per

I4^»

71

capita

Thsso a-lmittodly tentativB projections are V-assd on the belief

that the quantitative responso to innor.'j changes will bo slower in the

inonoiU-at© short-run, lass slow later but exclusive until after 1^75 of
the kizid

of major ciiai^s in tronis which oould makG figures life 35

and 4^ yards per head a reasonable ^
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147*

Leaving out of account the 1975 projections as not being relevant

in the context of tho erection time-spans of textile mills, the invest
ment implications of a programme "based on the fullest measure of importsubstitution are given below.

The first step is to break up the market

projection for 1970 into different fibres.
.astimatee

Projections

1963
Total Market

Basia for

1970

1,100 m.yds.

the break-up

lj36O mD yds

(per cent)

Cotton

825

950

70

Rayon

259

340

25

6

15

1

10

55

4

Wool

Synthetics

'

The basis used is naturally tentative, but does arise from tha logio
of the trends in the present textile situation.

148O

Step two is to determine,, however arbitrarily (because to a very

large oxtent this would be the result of a basic planning approaoh), the
proportion of the future market requirements that perhaps could not be or

(for cost and skill considerations) should not be produced within West
Africa but imported,

™—-

Cottons
Market

Estimates for 1963

Projections for 1970

(million yards)

825

950

West Africa

200

855

Imports (l-2)

625

Estimated production i$

1/

95!/

On the arbitrary assumption that 10 per cent of the heeds will have

to be imported because of cost or/and skill considerations.
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&U77
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'■

Estimates for .1963..
?j:oi1e°tioms for
(miliioaa. yards)

Rayont

Market
Estimated production in

West Africa

Imports (1-2)
149.

2^

340

20

270

239

For the two small categories, wool and synthetics, no figures are

being offered, although logically a much higher proportion of imports to
needs would appear likely-.

150,

By removing the present estimates of West African output from

the feasible output projections for 197O} an estimate is arrived at of
the output for whioh industrial capacity will be needed, if it is
desired to import-substitute on the scale indicated.

This-is done

below (in million yards)s
1Q63
output

Cotton

.

Rayon
151,

1970
projections
of output

200

855

.2::

270

tion for which
capacity will be
needed by 1970

250

It is difficult to arrive at precise nations of investment required

to achieve these additional production capacities.
ourrent African experience,
would ccmo to US

l/

Additional produo-

But judging from

the amounts involved in fixed capital alone

5450 million,

and this figure may be conservative.

On the arbitrary assumption that 20 per cent of the needs will have
to be imported because of cost or/and skill considerations.
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One last point should be made.

the framework of an over-all
development,

to

envisage

suppliers of textile

that

It would

se^m appropriate,

within

sub-regional policy of oo-ordinated industrial
the hinterland countries

should

become major

goods not only for their own marlcots but also those of

their coastal neighbours.-'

l/

These countries are also natural suppliers of meat products.

A

recognition that they should specialize in textile goods and meat
produots would go some way to achieve an-equilibrium in sub-regional
development.
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r
It,:
L.ilities
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(c) Furniture; manufacture
() Plywood manufacture*
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^
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Africa's, economy can "be readily converted into a forecast for a
substantial expansion in its consumption of paper products.

160;

For estimating the market potential of the projected typical

manufacturing plant,

and assumptions.

it has "been necessary to make several

judgments

Most important of these have been tho choice of a line

of products which would "be compatible in the output of a single plant.
The following standard products axe envisaged:
Writing paper
■

Wrapping paper

School exercise papor
Kraft bag paper
Liner board
Gprrugating medium for boxes
Chipboard
Pigmented board.

Tho

above products have an increasing market demand and are compatible in

production;

they involve similar production technology,

ohange-ovor

in production is comparatively oasy and none are coated products.
products as printing papors,

bond papers, ledger stock,

Such

cigarette papers,

food oontainor "hoard and other speciality items that usually have a
relatively large local usage,
special

161.

are excluded from consideration owing to

technological requirements

in thoir production.

Composition board is .a generic tarro that inoludes such specific

products as fibreboard,

chipboard, particleboard and flakeboard.

Official

commercial standards describe those products toshnioally as formed panels
consisting of fibres or partiolos of
resin or other added bindor.

wood bonded together with a synthetic

Appendix VII describes tho design,

processing

and marketing of a highly developad and widoly used panel product called

flakeboai»d and the industrial processing opportunity it offors in Africa.

162.

Of the many typos and varieties of furniture products that are ■

produced and sold in world markets,

the manufacture of wooden tables,

chair's and arm chairs of simple design have boen selected for projection

purposes*

The "wood and other raw materials required to produce these

e/cn.14/246
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products should be available in sufficient supply and at reasonable oost
in the aroas recommended as possible plant locations.

163.

The establishment of plywood manufaoturing oporations of economic

size at strategic locations in Nest Africa has definite sub-regional

development possibilities.

Tke proeossing of the valuable timber - at

present exported as logs - into much-needed materials and products, would
provide a dollar yield many timos that realized at present.

The unusually

attractive fine-grained African hardwood voters should find a ready placo

in world markets as decorative materials a&d products.

Othor species of

timber would produce muoh needed construetion materials and industrial
Parts.

The typical plywood manufacturing plant of economic sizo suggestod

in Annox VII is designed to"produce hot-pressoi hardwood and softwood
panels in the standard 4 ft- by 8 ft. size and in almost any required
thickness.

Small scale industry possibilities in Nigeria, Chad.
Dahomey and Niger

"

:—

164. -"Nigeria is developing fast and a broad planning programme is under
way and is implemented by detailed feasibility analysis of selooted industries.

165.

Fertilizer- mixing, glass container manufa«ture, composition board

manufacture, papor bag manufacturo, corrugated boxes, tannin extract, wiro

nail and screw manufacture and plastic moulding aro somo of the industrial
development opportunities which aro being investigated.

166.

Chad seems to have mada a good start in the cattle industry atd

neat cajyiing, fruit and vegetable canning, loatker taming and glass
container manufaotur-o should fit in naturally as possiblp industrial
development opportunities.

167.

Dahomoy's best opportunities for indus-trial expansion for batn .

medium and small soalo^ industrios soom to bo initially in the food pr*o«ssing line; cannod and smoked fish as well as ediblo oil jprooeeain^ appoar
to be prime opportunities.
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Her Forestry Division has "been investigating the growing of cashew .nuts

and the possibilities appear good.
details

168.

of

this

Annsx VII outlines some general

industry.

Niger's cotton production is expanding rapidly.

into yarn initially,
should be

Some processing

then advancement to weaving, bleaching and printing,

analysed for feasibility.

169.

The capital investment, annual capacity and employment of some of

these

industries

is

as follows:

Animal

Industry

Capital invest

■

Production
22,500

Fertilizer mixing —'
Corrugated fibre

tons

5.4 million

boxes

boxes

Labour

ment in T7S$

requirements

386,000

13

1

shift

613,600

37

1

shift

Paper bags

100,000,000 bags

208,000

13

1

shift

Tannin extracts

4,000

tons

330,000

42

1

shift

500

tons

43,000

4

1

shift

Wire nails

Plastic mouldings

648,000 lbs.

183,000

16

1

shift

Leather

3,375,000

298,000

53

1

shift

9,600

2

360,400

9

tanning

Leather tannery,
Fish meal

Small

sq.ft.

2,300 tons - moal)

and fish oil

2,000 tons - oil

)

scale industry possibilities in Ghana, Upper Volta,

Ivory Coast and
170.

92,500

small

sq.ft.

While

Togo

several of

Ghana's industrial

utilized to full capacity,

plants

are not at present

consideration should be given to

analysing new

industries which do not require highly skilled labour and would provide a
broader base for industry as a whole.

It is suggested that consideration

be givon to ceramic dinner-waro manufacture,

corrugated box manufacture,

fish meal and fish oil processing and a small leather tannery .

Some

Page 62

data are given "below.

Annual

Indus try-

Capital

produation

ment

investi

in

Labour
required

Ceramic tiinner-waro

75,000 doz.pieces

175,610

31

1

Corrugated fibro boxos

5.4 million boxes

613,600

37

1 shift

Fis.h meal and fish oil

2,300 tons - meal)
2,000 tons - oil )

360,400

9

Leather tannery,

92,500

9,600

2

small

sq.ft.

1

shift

shift

Includes working oapital.

171.

Upper Volta's industrial development potential is at present along

agricultural lines, main crops .being cotton and peanuts.

Long-range

plans under discussion indicate animal husbandry as a future Eain industry.
Consideration should be given to feasibility analyses of insecticide and
fungicide production, fertilizer mixing and a small leather tanner.

Som«

data are given below.

Annual

Industry

Insecticide production
Fertilizer mixing
Leather tannery,

Capital invest-

production
200, 000
22, 50.0

small

gallons
tons

92, 500 sq.ft.

ment

in US$

Labour
required

48 ,2OQ

6

1

shift

386 ,000

13

1

shift

9 ,600

2

1

shift

Inoludos working oapital.

172.

Ivory Coast's industrial potential in medium and light industries

lies first in the field of industries based on agriculture and animal
husbandry and secondly in the field of building matorials and other
industries.

Consideration should be given to feasibility analyses of a

small leather tannery, ceramic dinner-waro, building brick manufaoturo,

fuxnituro manufacture, plastic moulding manufacture, composition board

e/ck.14/246
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manufacture

and mechanical

of equipment.

Somo

details

shops for light fabrication and maintenance
are given "below.

Annual
IndustryLeather tannery,
Ceramic

Capital

production
small

1

shift

175,610

31

1

shift

57,990

22

1

shift

648,000 lbs...

183,000

16

3 shift

6,250,000 _

240,000

32

1

29,750 pieces

:

Brick manuf aoturR

Labour
required

2

75)000 doz.pieces

Furniture manufacture!

invest

in USs?

9,600

92,500 sq.ft.

dinner-warn

Plastic moulding^'

ment

shift

Includes working capital.

173-

Togo's industrial potential

by comparison is

somewhat limited.

in medium and small scale industries
Probably the

combining of some

of

its

825 existing handicraft industries into co-oporatives would result in
developing small

soal«

mixing should

considered for feasibility analysis.

"be

industries.

Insecticide manufacture and fertiliser
Some data are

given

below.

Arjiual
Industry

Insecticide production
Fertilizer mixing

Capital

production

invest-

ment in US$

200,000 .gallons

22,500 tons

Labour

required

48,200

6

386,000

13

1 shift
1

shift

Includes working capital.

Small scale industry possibilities in Sierra Leono,
Senegal, Guinea and Mali

174*

Liberia,

Analysis of the mission's field data indicates that medium scale

industry in Sierra Loone should oonrnrisa

the manufacture of composition

board and plywood as a natural extension of the existing successful forest
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industries operation.

Additional medium scalo industries would "bo

tannin extract, fish meal and fish oil processing,

Jute "bag manufacture

and edible oil processing, on which some data are given.

Small scale or

cottage industry opportunities should include "brown sugar production,
handicraft weaving and fibre brooms.

Annual

Industry

Tannin extracts
Fish meal

Capital

production

4,^00

and fish oil

ment in US$

tons

2,300 tons - meal
2?000

ton3

invest-

- oil

Labour

■ required

330,000

42

360,400

9

1

shift

Includes working capital.

175-

Liberia's medium and small s?al« industrial potontial is mainly

agriculture based.

However,

the* Fedoral Planning. Agency is naturally

examining other industrial possibili.tios.

Analysis of the

information

gathered by the mission suggests that consideration should be given to

moulded plastics, ocramic dinncr-waro and fruit and vegetable canning and
some

*iata are

giv<*n

below.

Annual, .

Industry

Plastic mouldings
Ceramic dinnsr-ware

production

648,0,00 lbs.
75,000 doE.pioees

Capital investment in US$

183,000
175,610

.

Labour
required

16

3 shift

31

1

Includes working capital.

Senegal's medium soaln industry potential lies in the agricultural
and food processing field and to

a certain extent in other industries to

supply growing population needs.

Feasibility studies should be made of

ghift
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Annual

Industry

Capital invest

production

Plastie mouldings...

648,000 lbs.

Brick manufacture
and

required

183,000

6,250,00.0*.
oil

Labour

ment in US$

3 shift

240,00«

2,3CO tons - meal )
2,000 tons - oil
)

1 shift

3^0,400

Includes working capital.

177.

Guinea's medium -^d

gather;f,

: rilable>

oap

Industry
—■

.

Fish meal and fish oil

Plastic mouldings

Includes working capital

Annual

Capital invest-

'reduction

ment in US5

2,300 Uns —meal)

2,COO tons - oil

648,000 lb

)

Labour

required

360,400

9

183,000

16

3 shift

.14/246
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Annual

Industry
—"■

_

Meat processing and
panning plant

Fish meal and fish oil
Ceramic dinner-ware

Capital invest-

production

Labour
rpquired

350,000

N0.22 size cans

98,000

2,3«0 tons - m*al)
cjUUo1

toss

~~

oil

75,000 -<1ok.pieces

->£n

AAmk

)

175,610

21

9
31

1 shift
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SGM3 GENERAL

179»

IV

CONCLUSION'S

Tb.e -esaonoG of this report is to "be found in Part II. which,

propounds an outline of a scheme for industrial development for the

region jn a co-ordinated "basis.

sub-

In this final part some' general

considerations or conclusions are set out.

Many of them have wider

implications5 and.a full discussion would be beyond the scops of the
present report.

180,

There is danger of duplication of investment, which is particularly

wasteful when domestic capital or public foreign aid is involved*

pro

motion of competition is desirable, but for some time to come the primary
oonsidoration is efficient utilization of scarce investment funds of all
kinds.

l8l•

Real industrial growth dep.onds primarily on stimulating activity

at a number of key growth points-

This means the installing now of

modorn industries strategic for oconomic development, with their growth
effects.

l8c.

It has "been shown that such industries are mainly large scale with a

minimum sise which, although smaller than is the case in the industrialized
countries^

is still considerable and beyond the scope of existing or

immediately foreseeable national markets.

Henc^ there is an imperative

oase for sub-regional co-ordination of industrial development,

l83«

The main proposals put forward need be referred to here only

briefly:

a substantial iron and steel plant on the coast supplemented by

a smaller plaat serving the hinterland countries? large soals production
of aluminium metal in Ghana based on alumina derived from Guinea;

a

complex of basic chemicals and fertilisers on a carefully workedout subregional basis - perhaps one of the major industrial development
possibilities of the sub-regionj

a fully worked out scheme to take

advantage of the possibilities of supplying the expanding- cement require
ments of the sub-region,

and a comprehensive scheme,

again on a sub-

n«gionally oo-ordinated basis for the development of textile production.

'•

«
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with -apeoi-a]—eap'iaftift—orL-thaL_pos.si Hj.1 j.tij>s---ol*--ep-e<xlalaaatian in the
hinterland

countries.

The implementation of

of

transport facilities

of

this

all

programme

:;-.:L:k1g ..

It also requires

a co-ordinated

energy-development. pulJ.cy,^particulJarly electric power.

185.

Given this large scale industrial development programme and

related growth of
of

infrastructure facilities,

trade follows logically,

approach.

and is

Following decisions

The

there is a real

an African common market and a

countries concerned for free trade

appropriate products and a common external tariff;

186.

simultaneous negotiation cf a

The

the

of

an

jf

in tha

succesa depends

such agreements..

almost all the

the sub-region to tackle-Industrial development along

co-ordinated-J>aais

such

series

full

mission noted a real deaire un the part of

governments

impetus now

development of each sub-regional industry requires

precise agreements "between the

on the

the whole

by the Economic Commission for Afrioa

a step—by-step development of

payments union.

direction of expansion.

indeed a counterpart of

and the Organisation for African Unity,

towards

the

approach real

suggested,
industrial

and a realization,

indeed,

development would fco

that without

impossible-

But

it

would be wrong to underestimate the political problems which have to be

solved.

In any common market thero is a natural tendency for development

to

proceed fastest

to

stagnate,

poorer

at

the

most developed points and for the poorer

01- at best to grow slowly.

countries

to try to

A natural reaction is for the

set up new industries,

national markets are too limited.

areas

even though their

In the West African sub-region ther«

are substantial inequalities between individual countries.

The absence of

proved natural resources, coupled with marked geographical disabilities,

means that the four countries of the hinterland (Mali, Upper Volta, Nigor
and Chad)

should' have special consideration.

Equally,

Togo, Dahomey and

Mauritania, although geographically more favourably placed, have a claim
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to preferojrt:Lal "treatment.

Put in another way,

'

this means that the*

detailed working out of a eompreh^nsi'TO-^lan. £ui^-eut>—:reg±orLal industrial
development,

■based primarily ^n the

setting up of large scale industrios,

must mean a conscious and sustained effort tc push industrialization
wherever reasonably economic
*he mission

sought

in the- poorer- countries of

and obtained

in principle

agreement

the sub-region.
from

the more

industrialized coastal states to support development, in the hinterland
countries,

not only lay opening thoir narkets t-> goods manufactured there

but also "by subsidizing to

a reasonable extent higher costs.

turn weans that indu-si^rdaJ-jpx^xbjjM^a^^
skould be

sold in such a manner

price

equalization.

I87.

Throughout the

poliey and there
private

is

enterprise,

the

that buyers make

of

such policies.

including foreign enterprise.

Throughout the

drawing up of over-all
♦

infancy.

All

protect private

capital.

have

off«r«d appear

Much ran

and above all

sub-region,

be done

to

be

competition.

to he unnecessarily generous,

done
Some

to

is

encourage

to harmonise
of

to

the co-ordination

economic planning,

enacted legislation

Much rmmains

legislation to avoid wasteful

-

It is public

development-plans and their execution,

governments

sub—region

for a combination of government and

d*veXe?» apprrspra^rte'^ovexnmej3-t_policies,
_ j» .

in .

somo ^ojrcriJbation to

sub-regiun there are mixed economies.
clearly scope

This

tl*«*

"both the
in its
and

this

■

_

■

concessions

thereby depriving governmwits

of mu«b.—n»edod revenue.
•

185,

Capital

is

scarce, yet the real bottleneck is really well worked out

investment projects,

and this means particularly projects of sub-regional

interest.

foreign financial

Moreover,

projects is essential,

participation in the larger scale

but the governments of the

eu*-r*gion are rightly

concerned that such enterprises should not be undWr outside control.

Hence i.% is important tV attract more and more Afrioan*capltal, pu»lie
and private.
*•

In some of the sub-re&ional sehema* it would Beam desirable

for several governments to sukserilie to the equity and to >e
on the

boards of management.
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18?.

'Ther« is no conflict between a policy of setting up large scale'

industries on a sub-regijnal basis

and pushing hard the development of

both agrixmlture and small and medium industries~-mainly for national
markets,

PurtJiexmoro? the smaller industries have the additional value

■of stimulating Afrij&aja-Hm±r«T£ren£ux«M.p»
ship is important.

Encouragement to entrepreneur—

"

■

-

The whole process cf industrialisation advocatadin this report^

implies a steady movement towards the harmonization of development plans
and ev&tt-tuaHy a common market for the whole sub-region.

Moreover,

the

concept of a rommon market for the whole sub-region is not inconsistent
with the wider aim of an all-African common market.

191.

The facilities offered by the United Nations, and in particular,

the Economic Commission for Africa, are available,
concerned so wish,

to fullow up the

if the governments

proposals, made in this report.

fabilities—take a number of forms:

• (i)

Thes*

■■•■■.»

If there is -agreement on the general principles underlying th«
proposals for the establishment
industries,

of large scale

the next step must be

sub-regional

-\etailed feasibility *studias.

One possibility would be applications by the governments
directly concerned to the United Nations Special Fund.
** ••-

■

second would be

to endeavour to

interest,

concerned and the ECA secretariat,
■ «■

investors

■

outside Africa.
.

-

A

through the"governments

teams from■potential

A third which might be applicable
-

■«

,

where rapid action is required, would be for the SCA
secretariat to endeavour,
as required,
•■

■.-•.■

(ii)
*

# #

'#.

.

.

• •r-.» •■■

to

t

-

carry out
■

with the

aid of outside consultants
.

the work.
.

•

■- ■

*

•

In other gases a government may well if eel ..able to develop a
■*^°J#o't .with some outside assistant* from the United Nations.

In anch cases,.t^e appropriate approach would be a request for

•-

an exPert under the Uni£§d Jajions ExpandedtTe«hnio*l Assistant**
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Programme-<,.

Some-tinss,.where-«iiojrt-toriD-immediate assistant

is required, a request for the sorvicos of an expert from the ECA
secretariat or its regional advisers, or from the United Nations

- - -OJidi^aTial-JieTOlapme^

"migM^-bo-iBore -appropriate.

Whe re

food or timber processing are involvod3 the Food and Agrioulturo
Organization is the appropriate oody, and in the case of handi
craft industries, the International Labour Organization.-

(iii) In other oases a government may require advice on a range of
industries, in whioh case the appropriate approach would bo a
request oither for experts on a short-term basis or, preferably,
a small team from the ECA secretariat and the Industrial

Development Centro (or the FAO and ILO in their fields of

oompetence) or, on a longer term basis, through tho United
Nations Expanded Technioal Assistance Programme.
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ts

.Imports

Exports

(c.i.f.)

From

■1961

(c.i.|
i:1

(f ,o.t>.)

1962

1961

1962

17

Dahomey

14

574

522

1

20

46

1,697

14

1

468 3,118 2,697

1962 1961
6

225

126

225

24

21

175 ,812 4,024 5,863

214

18,

X01 „.

16?

10

50

15-. 1,762

Upper Volta

169

18

4

9

Sierra Leone

31

8

83

57

Liberia

24

22

Senegal

82

45

Ivory Coast

60. .711

233

12

2,544

Niger

Togo

1961

1961

2 128 j

Nigeria

Ghana

lYOry Coast

er Volta

To

982 1'455 2,994 2,184

12

2

14»486 8'77°

9°2

44 1,611 :!

t

Mali

l82

543

359

32
17

2,155 T,69

,457
.- 56

Guinea

.

Imports

2 - 1961
5

Exports

c.i.f.)

Imports

(f.o/b.)

1962

1961

1961

!

2 ". 2U

Exports

(c.i.f.)

1962

Total

1962

1961

-

276

Imports

(f.o.b.)
1962

1961
5,490

-

Exports

(c.i.f.)

(f.o.b.)

1962
5,302

1961
4,321

434 1,071

1962
4,743

3,235

\

13

54

70

64

1,801

1,062

1,897

1,777

1

719

6,011

914

932

-

73
73

9,204

4,225

8,143

9,945

-

1

1

9,803

9,775

2,857

5,625

6
6

38
38

15,625

12

42

217

39

150

4
5

a>
26

3/
37

47

77

106

806
806

886
886

382
382

29

75

671

"

784

8

2'

254

296

159

620

5

134

197

15

87

5

2,073

3,112 1,457,

1,101

19

101

30

9

266

206

9

3,053

3,902 1,875

9
9

24
24

5
1,723.

927

—

1,075

638

8,777 14,74112,228

19,869 17,330 11,548
1,559

87

636
3,904

814

184

-64,664 55,228 45,49143,294
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BILATERAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN"
SO1 APRICAU COUNTRIES

1.

GHANA - DAHOMEY

Remarks

Credit f g,ci 1 itie_s

Contracting Parties

Swing Credit

Excess over p^.'.ng credit

of

to be paid in goods

£500?000o

2.

3.

GHANA - GUINEA

GHANA - MALI

$1 million*

Excess over swing credit
to be paid in goods or
convertible currencies.

Swing

Excess' to be paid in

Swing credit of

credit

convertible currencies..

$1 million.
4.

GHANA - UPPER VOLTA

or

convertible currencies.

Swing credit

Excess

of

to be

settled in

pound sterling or any

£9,5 million.

convertible

currency

approved by both parties„
5.

GUINEA - LIBERIA

to

6.

GUINEA - MALI

$500.000„

Credit

to

GUINEA - SENEGAL

Credit

+.*

8. SIERRA LEONE -

Excess over credit

available up

2^0 million Guinea

or Mali

7.

Excess to be paid in
convertible currencies.

Credit available up

Mali francs.

francs.

Excess payable in

available up

convertible currencies.

*! million.

Credit

available up

to

be paid in Guinea or

.

Excess payable in pound

to £500,000.

sterling.

Uo fixed credit
facilities*

Payments to bo made in
convertible currencies.

10. LIBERIA - GUINEA )
MALI
)
SENEGAL)

No

Payments

11.

No fixed credit

Payments

facilities.

convertible currencies.

GUINEA
9.

IVORY COAST - MALI

SENEGAL - SIERRA
LEONE

12.

SENEGAL - MALI

fixed

credit

facilities.

$

or

to be

other

made

in

convertible

currencies.

Credit up to 2 mil
lion N«F.

to be made in
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ARTCTEX IV

MHTERAL RESOURCES OF THE SUB-REGION
Ivory Coast

The Ivory Coast is not noted for its mineral resources.

The present

production is limited to diamonds, manganese and a minute tonnage of
Colombo-tantalite.

Diamond production is by far the most important activity.
Seguela deposits produced 414>000 carats in 1962

The

s the production rate

has decreased for the first six months of 1963 to around 100,000 carats
for that period.

It is thought that diamond exploration offers the most

immediate benefits;

apart from SODEMI,

a Government agency,

seven

organizations of international repute are presently engaged in this
work.

The country's second export is manganese.

The 1962 production

amounted to 107,000 tons of concentrates from the Grand Lahou, which is
situated near the coast and has estimated reserves of 1 million tons
averaging 46 psr

cent million.

A new deposit with potential reserves

of 750,000 tons has recently been found at Ziemoulaga in the north-west,

A small deposit of colombo-tantalite is being worked near Bouako?
the annual production is of the order of several tons.
The remaining mineral resources are still in

the exploration stage.

A small gold deposit near ITY is quite promising and another potential'
gold operation is being investigated in the south-west at Issia,
The known iron ore deposits are of lesser immediate interest.

A

substantial occurrence is located on the eastern slopes of the Nimba
range and may contain several hundred million tons of 42 per cent ore.

The Sassandra ironstone deposit has been studied in detail because of
its favourable location on the coast.

The reserves are estimated at

200 million tons averaging 40 per cent Fe.
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There are no knoi.-n limestone occurrences of economic value in the
territory.

As regards other industrial minerals,

been discovered sore 25 ka«

a gravel bed has Just

from Abidjan and a big clay deposit is being

examined for potential uoe in "brick uiak.Uig and/or ceramics.
Dahomey

The country's mineral production is at prosent limited to the
extraction of granite,

gravel and sand for building purposes.

The only known limestone deposit of commercial interest is at
Arlhan,

60 miles north of Cotonou, where the installation of a cement

plant, is under studyo

The deposit is estimated at 9 million tons, with

a calcium carbonate content exceeding 80 per cent.
by seasonal flooding.

The area Is affected

The Kandi iron ore deposit in northern Dahomey

contains workable re-serves of 250 million tons.

The mineral essays

around 50 per cent Fo. with a high phosphorous content and has no eoonomio
value at present*

Ghana

Ghana has four main mineral products which are at present being
exported in

their

entirely.

Gold production is fairly steady at around 900,000 ozs.per year
representing approximately US$ 30 million.

The gold mines are being

managed by the State Mining Corporation which requires an annual subsidy
of around IT'S 5 millions with the exception of the Ashanti gold fields
which accounts for nearly half the country's production.

Ghana is the second largeot world producer of industrial diamonds

and the third for gem stones.

In 1962 the exports amounted to 3jil2,OOO

carats.

The manganeso deposits at Usuta produced 373,000 tons of high grade
ore in 1962,

The reserves are considerable, but mostly low grade materials
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It is expected that Ghana will not be able to maintain its position in
the manganese world market such longer, unless some method can be devised
to up-grade, such ore.

The country's fourth main expert is bauxite of

which 24Q>000 tons were produced last yeqr.

A recent country survey by

Kaiser Aluminium gives the total reserves as 200 million tons, of which

only a 3 million ton deposit can be considered truly high grade.
The only known iron ore occurrence is a low grade deposit at Sheine

in the northern region.
46—51 per cent.

Estimates speak of 100 million tons averaging

The country's limestone resources are considerable,

unfavourably located at Nauli:

their

but

extraction would involve serious

transportation problems.
Ghana is a country of great mineral wealth which may form the basis
of several industries,
becomes available.

when cheap power from the Volta River Project

The most obvious activity would then be the transforma

tion of alumina from Guinea,

into aluminium metal and fabrications.

would appear preferable to the transformation
and dispersed bauxite depositsindustry would be better

Liberia,

than

Similarly,

This

of Ghana's own low grade

a future national

steel

served by high grade ore from Sierra Leone or

the country's own iron ore resources of very doubtful value.

Guin»a

Guinea's mineral

exports amounted to US$ 31 million in 1962.

country's principal resources are iron ore,

The

bauxite and diamonds.

The Conakry iron ore deposit is at present producing at the rat© of

500,000 tons per annum.

.The ore averages 56 per cent Pe.

some chromium and nickel which restricts its market.

together with

The total reserves

of the Kaloum peninsula are of the order of 1,000 million tons.

Several

other iron ore deposits are known in Guinea and the most important one by

far is the Nimba-Simandou occurrence.

Exploration has hardly begun, but

the tonnage is known to be considerable and estimates vary from several

hundred to 1,000 million.
per cent F©.

The exposed ore is high grade, averaging 65

It is estimated that US$ 200 million would bo required to

■
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put this project into the production stage, and such an investment is
unlikely under present world market conditions.

Furthermore, the ore

will have to "be exported'through Liberia, using the existing LimbaBuchanan railroad and port facilities.
mental

This would require inter-govern

arrangements.

Diamond mining has declined considerably in the last few years and

the production for 1962 had decreased to a value of about US$ 2 million.
Guinea has substantial bauxite deposits.

One of them is worked by

the FRIA Company which transforms the ore into alumina prior to exporta
tion.

This amounted to over 400,000 tons in 1962.
Bauxite was also produced at Kassa on the Laos islands.

This pro

perty had been expropriated from an international group together with

the Boke concession which i3 said to contain 600 million tons of high
grade ore.

An agreement has just been signed between the Government and

Harvey Aluminium to work the latter deposit on a partnership basis.

It

would probably b& advantageous to ship alumina rather than bauxite but
it is doubtful whether this transformation should be advanced one more
step and yet be economically profitable.

The Guinean authorities are

interested in eventual aluminium metal production; it is very uncertain

whether the country's water resources lend themselves to the generation
of cheap electric power required for this process.

Limestone exploration has been given preference in recent years

but the results have been discouraging.

No deposit is known which could

be used economically for cement manufacture.

The prospects of Guinea's. mining industry are based on its iron ore

and bauxite deposits.

In co-operation with Liberia and international

financing, the Nimba deposit could give rise to a major industrial under-

.taking.

As regards bauxite, the. country could double its production of

alumixia-by working^the Bolc&^dopoait; the production of aluminium, however,
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should not be undertaken without further studies.
it would be in the country's

interest

to

Last but not least,

give a management contract to

a foreign group for the extraction and export of the high grade Kassa
ore.

Upper Volta

:

The oountry's one mineral producer is the Poura gold mine which
produced US$ 1,5 million worth in 1962 and has limited reserves,
A titaniferous iron ore deposit is located north-east of th®

capital5
Fe.

it has a possible tonnage of 50 million averaging 53 per ceflt

and around 10 per cent Ti€L •

In the same region is a manganese

deposit*averaging 50 per cent Mh. with a probable tonnage of 5-10
million.

Limestone is found in the extreme north of the country near the
Mali border.

The isolated location and the apparent lack of water have

so far discouraged a systematic exploration programme.

well supplied with building material.
around Bobo-Dioulasso.

The oountry is

Deposits of quartzite clay abound

The dolomite deposit of Samandeni, north of

Bobo-Dioulasso, has probable reserves in excess of 15 million tons of
dolomite.
Upper Volta's industrialization of mineral resources might well be

based on building^ material and the manufacture of refractories.

Liberia

■

...

The country's mineral industry is so far restricted to iron ore,

all of which is being exported.

This amounted to 3jl00,000 tons in 1962,

but is likely to increase in the present year to around 6 million tons.
There ar« now three producers: Borne Hill,

Mano River and Nimba.

The

production from the first two has to be up-graded prior to shipping,

whereas the Nuinba ore is at present high grade.

Other substantial

■
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deposits have been explored, and the fourth producer at Bong is expected
to start operations in 1965.

Apart from iron ore, very little is known of Liberia's mineral
resources as practically no exploration or mapping has been carried out

to-date.

There is recent information on two deposits which might help

local industrial projects: the first is mica near Brewerville and the ....
seoond consists of a substantial tonnage of very pure silica sands near

Monrovia, which might serve for the manufacture of high grade glass and
lenses.

Jfeli "
The only known production is that of rock salt from Taoudeni, which
is being shipped by camel to neighbouring countries,
and Niger.

e.g.,Upper Volta

No detailed information is available regarding the deposits

and the output which is probably of the order of 10,000 tons per year.
Amongst the known mineral deposits, the most promising appears to be

the phosphates of Tilemsi in eastern Mali.

The probable reserves are

2,500,000 tons.

Bauxite and iron ore occur in western. Mali.

The first is a 150

million ton deposit in the Kenieba district, while 10 million tons of
magnetite averaging 63 per cent have been proved at Nioro..
Mali's known mineral resources have potential value for local
industries.

If hydro-electric power is developed in western Mali, then

both.the iron ore end the bauxite might be-economically extracted and "bo*
transformed locally into more valuable products.

Mauritania

The country's best known resources are its iron ore.

Fort Oouraud

is a leading high grade producer but several other deposits have also

been explored and might "be -worked at some future date.

Amongst them is
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tho Akjoujit oopper mine, ^hich could- y:Uld_Se^ai million tons of
magnetite concentrates as a by-p^ct from the treatment of the oxide

and sulphide copper minerals.

This project is under study at present..

A substantial gypsum deposit has recently been reported near

Nouakchott.

It could become an important source cf this material for

the sub-region.

The country produces at present a small amoun't of tin ore from the
Axr mountaxns. Approximately 5 tons per month are haulod to Joss, Nig^ia,
for smeltxng and shipping. The region is being prospected quite thoroughly
and it does not seem likely that any substantial tin deposits will be
found. Hook salt is another Mineral product which at present serves local
markets, as well as parts of northern Nigeria. The most important deposit,
xs that at Kaouar, east of the Tsnsre desert, which at one time supplied
a large part of North Africa but today cannot compete with other imports.
A small production of natron is being obtained from important

deposits in the south-east of the country. They require further studies
before any estimate can be made as to their industrial value.
A limestone deposit of 10 -million tons has been proved near Ifalbasa,

close to the border with Nigeria. The installation of a coment plant is
under consideration. The plant Would produce 30,000 tens per year and
serve the needs of the Niger Republic.

On the other hand, such a plant

would have to be protected from the lower operating costs of th* Sokoto

plant across the border in Nigeria.

Small deposits of clay, kaolin, gravel and other building materials

are sufficient for local housing needs.

Petrolaun, exploration in the north has been unsuccessful todate and the Say iron ore occurrence is of geological rather than
economic interest.
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has a variety of mineral resources most of which lend them~to looaO-irwMfowiAtieR^^

projects.
Tin:

Amongst -fchene the fallowing W be worth mentioning s
th* entire prediction from the Bauefci field in north

g

being edited in Joss: Xr. 1962, V,933^ons of metal were shipped out

of the countr y

Coal:

the Kndgu ooal field i,e the only 'producer in ffest Africa; its

present production rate is 600,-pOO tone per year.

The coal is not regarded

as of .the coking type, but this statement W lw. to be revised as *

result of extensive rosont trials.

Reseryoa are eonmderable and amount

to several huruir-dd million tonsD

Liooatone!

important iapo^its o^tena right across the owmtry and

several of them have civen rise to o«mont

Lead and zinc;

the AbakalaU ttoposita hara be^i known for a long

The wqploitatior for tn* expert of concentrates is not an oconoaie
Howov^v dt night, w^ll be possihU to mine the ore and

transform it for Ice.:. _., and chie is Win* givta .aerioua consideration,
Pstroleua: at prsaent production amounts to 3.5 oillioa tons ot
oil, and about 30 million cubic metres of natural gas per year. The
is being used industrially iii southern Nigeria.

Several other mineral ocourr^es appear to be deposits of ooonomic
value: aiaon^st them are ths silica a.ands nsay Bnugu which could botvj a

-^Us^inanujfaotUEiiie indiurtr-yT the diatomit© deposits in Bomu'province,
and possibly the iron ore of Lokoja which is being coriaid-xed for a Btael
plant,

Senegal

The country's principal minoral resources are the phosphate deposits
on the coast. They find a ready market because they are very high grade.
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. The shipping product is over 80 per cent BPL and thus very suitable for
export.

The country is also an important producer of ilmenite, rutile and
zircon,
present,

due to the extraction of the black sands along the coast.

At

Senegal is the second biggest producer in the world zircon.

The limestone deposit of Bargny supplies a cement plant producing actually
200,000 tons per year.

An important brick and tile industry is based on

the clay deposits at Pout.

Senegal's iron ore occurrence on the Faleme river represents an
estimated 120 million tons averaging 60 per cent Fe.

The distance of

800 kilometres from the coast renders its economic value problematical.
The ilmenite and rutile production could be used by West African
paint industries.

Senegal might also be in a position to manufacture

oement and building materials for neighbouring countries which do not

have the necessary raw materials.

Sierra Leone

Mineral resources account for over 80 per cent of the total value
of the country's exports.

A little over half of this is due to diamond

Sierra Leone is the second most important producer in the world for gem
stones and the third for industrial diamonds.

In these circumstances, a

diamond cutting industry might well be worth considering.

The Marampa iron ore operation ships a 65 per oent concentrate at
an annual rate of 2 million tons, which will be increased to ahout 2,8

million.

Another important deposit

which also has an estimated tonnage

of about 100 million, is that of Tonkolili, whose ore does not lend itself
to up-grading by presently known methods.

Sierra Leone became a bauxite producer during the second half of

1963> when the first shipment from the Mokanji Hills deposit was made.
This is exceptionally high-grade material averaging 57 per oent alumina.
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Initial production is soheduled at 100,000 tons per year which is to be
increased gradually to 400,000 tons per year.

It is likely that further

high grade deposits will "be found.

About $5 million have been spent so far on the exploration of a
rutile concession.

A production project for 100,000 tons per year

averaging 1 per cent rutile is under consideration.

The country appears

to be lacking building materials although no exact information is avail
able on this subjeot.

It would seem that conditions in this country are well suited for

beneficiation industries which transform local production into more
highly priced products for the export market.

Local manufacture or

fabrication does not appear to be called for at this stage;

just as the

iron ore is already being concentrated to a premium grade so bauxite
might be reduced locally to alumina.

It might also be worth considering

whether the rutile could serve a local paint industry.

Chad

Hatron constitutes the country's only known mineral resource of
economic value.

US$ 8-9 million.

The annual production is

around 5,000

tons worth

It is probable that this production could be increased

considerably by improving mining and market-ing methods.

■

:- ..'■■

Togo

Togo has recently joined the ranks of African mineral producers with
the inauguration of the.lower Togo phosphate production..

The reserves are

estimated at 100 million tons, yielding some 50 million tons of high grade
concentrate.

The plant's production capacity is around 500,000 tons.of

concentrate per year, but existing market outlets limit it to half that
figure.
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The cheap power available from the Volta dam project could be of
great benefit to the Togolese phosphate industry.

Togo's Bangeli iron ore and Ahito chrome deposits are at present
of geological rather than

economic interest.
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PROSPECTION AND EVALUATION OP NATURAL RESOURCES

AND RELATED PROBLEMS OF SCIENTIFIC AMD TECHNICAL RESEARCH

For the prospeotion of resources, large scale studies are required,

either for a particular resources (mineral resources, underground water,
etc*/, or for a region as a whole.

Research programmes of this nature

are at present undertaken by different kinds of foreign assistance or by

the oountry themselves and represent a considerable expenditure; they
commit the future; the choice of tfceir scope, of their geographical
coverage and of their methods is therefore of great importance for the

further balan«4d development of the sub-region.

The starting point of suoh studies #an be found in the documents
arising out of the exceptionally active scientific collaboration which

prevailed for a long time in the region considered.

However, the maps

and synthesis report already established or in the course of preparation
in geology, climatology, etc, are in fact the results »f basic research
work undertaken in the last deoades on a regional level.

It is important

that governments strengthen all formal an'd informal: links which would

enable national'"fundamental research1 institutes to work on a sub-regional
seale,

.

■:

The large—scale prospection of natural resources must utilize the
considerable documentation available on the countries of which a first

general synthesis is presented in an "Enquiry on the natural resources of

Afrioa"*

It appears that the collection and utilization of such documents

tion justify an effort at the sub-regional level; furthermore the exchange
of information, developing parallel to the progress of the studies, would
result in a considerable saving of efforts.

A regional co-operation of this kind would avoid the difficulties

arising out of the absence of a common strategy of resources; however,

it assumes that each oountry has developed its own se-t^up for the planning
and decision making in matters concerning studies and research, a
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which is obviously linked to the operation of a planning machinery.

It

is necessary therefore to create the organs of the national scientific
polioy in each country.

For the

time being this is

the case only of a

minority of countries in the sub-region*

The sub-region lacks almost completely institutes of industrial

research (only one really autonomous and specialized is in existence).
But the problems of utilization of resources,

especially those linked

to raw materials of animal and vegetable nature,

require at least transfers

and re-adaptation of techniques, even if such techniques are already known,
to suit African conditions.

Furthermore, new research may open the way

to the utilization of new raw materials and to new outlets.

The precise

objectives of this type of research, which is very definitely oriented,

require speoial structure*.

Th£ creation of a research institute on

natural resources- covering several countries of the same ecological zone
and neighbouring ecological zones would thus meet the requirements of
industrialization.
*

Among the

in

■

consequences

of the

■

'... ■

.

....

-

■ .

-

lack of a national policy of research

the field of natural resources in some countries is the fact that they

fail to draw all the possible benefits from the infrastructure of institutes
and laboratories existing on their territory, within universities an3-.,
research centres.

With the view to improving the knowledge

of resources

in a sub-region, it would be important that the possibilities of such
infrastructure be inveh-bbfized*

.

r 7.,
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TRAINING OF SCIENTIFIC,

TECHNICAL AND

MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL^
Technical education is insufficiently developed in West Afrioa.

The missions on planning of education undertaken in some countries of
the su1>-region by UNESCO and the studies carried out by different institu
tions stress the need, both for English and French speaking countries,

for a better articulation of technical education at all levels within general
education, especially in secondary education.

Original proposals have

been made for the creation of a polyvalent seoondary education with a

teohnical content, both in urban and rural areas.

Options of this kind,

whereby technical education oeases to be an isolated branch,

imply, re

considering the whole of the school system; some countries have undertaken
or/are planning to undertake such revision.
framework of the Addis Ababa plan,

It is important, within the

to intensify the efforts for planning

the eduoation simultaneously in all the countries of the sub-region.

Thus

the concentration for groups of countries of the badly needed means required,
for instance for the training of teachers for technical education - a

major problem in the immediate future - could be envisaged more easily.
Among the structures required for national planning, but also for
the promotion of technioal education in the whole of the sub-region,
mentioned can be made

of:

- In agency for the projection of man-power nee.ds,

ospecially at

intermediate and higher level (a problem of statistios);
- An office having an exact knowledge of highly trained person

nel (cadres),

trained in the country or abroad, and of their

employment;

Some of the points raised in the present note will be considered at

the conference on the oxganization of research and training in Africa
in relation to the study oonservation and utilisation of iiatural
resources, organized by UNESCO in collaboration with ECA for July
I964, where data concerning West Africa shall be considered*
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- An advisory "body attached to

one Ministry of Education and special

ized on teohnioal education, comprising representatives of the
interested industries and professions.

Real progress can bo observed but the national situations are still
heterogeneous,

In the countries of the Sahel—Sudan zone, were industries for the
processing of animal products; and some agricultural products are im

mediately possibler efforts for technical training should be directed
specifically towards these types of activities*

In those countries of

the ooastal area which are not yet industrialized but will dispose gradual
ly of a growing number of national oadres for primary and secondary educa
tion, the most, pressingly felt need is in the field of teachers for techn
ical education..

In almost all the countries the proportion of technical staff in urban
areas is insufficient.

The means necessary for technical training in

connexion with industrialization must be strengthened,

mediate level (technologists and technicians).

especially at inter

Industrialization require

not only personnel specialized in orafts and techniques but also managers

and "entrepreneurs, i.e. personnel having a spirit of enterprise,
three oategories are equally indispensable.

These

The most suitable field for

sub-regional 00— operation appears to be the training of technologists and
techniciansj

since the training of managerial personnel at intermediate

and higher level belongs to national sohools; within schools of administra

tion or schools for intermediate cadres created locally or in universities.
Regional institutions exist already in the field of agronomics and zooteohnique.

In the field of civil engineering, mining and geolegy,

for the industry processing agricultural products,

and

specially chemicals,

educational units of sufficient si^e are required to meet the cost of
education at a reasonable level*

Their location must be such as to

facilitate, to the students the necessary contacts with the realities of
industry.

Considering the complementary oharacter -of^technology1 in some

fields of industry and the drawbacks of an extreme specialization of

V
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students,

it is probable

technical

institutes of

The

language

that

the "best

solution be

the

nreation of poly—

different levels.

obstacle remains an important consideration for the

establitshment of technical relations,
universities in the

formal or informal*

sub—region faoilitate such contracts

The major
to some extent;

and at various level the problem has been considered and the solution
appears to be found through agreements

of reciprocity between English

speaj&ing and French speaking sountries of a more precise oharacter or
through the development of cultural agreements,

on the condition however

that the latter be effectively implemented through standing joint oommissiona.
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FEASIBILITY DATA ON

SELECTED MEDIUM AUD. SHALL SCALE .IN2XJSTRIES

In this annex, which should-be read in conjunction with part

III

the report, feasibility data and profitability profiles are presented for
the following medium and small scale industries:

(a)

Paper

(b)

Compo si tion board

(c)

Furniture

(d)

Plywood.

(e)

Cloth bags

(f)

Solar salt

(g)

Glass containers

(h)

Cotton yarn spinning-
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Ike paper making process selected for this projection of a
typical economically sized manufacturing plant is of
conventional design,

consisting "basically of a stock prepara

tion system in which pulp is processed,

a paper formation

system employing a Fourdrir.ior type machine equipped "with a size
press and vertical

collendar and correcting facilities for the

manufacture of paper "bags and corrugated boxes.

The processing capacity of the projected plant is designed
for an initial daily production of about ten tons of gross
product.

For future plant expansion at reasonable cost,

a

paper forming machine of adequate size should be installed

initially.

The difference between the cost of a ten ton and

a 20 ton maohjjie is only about 20 per cent and installation
costs are

substantial,

Fourdrinier

i^cordingly for this projection a

machine for a 78 inch

maximum trim

width and

a top speed of 300 feet per minute to yield twenty tons of
paper products per day has been selected.

All auxiliary

equipment in operation with the machine has been sized at ten
tons per day capacity.
per day additional units

To raise the production to twenty tons
could be purchased*

. 14/246
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Estimated capital j

for manufacture of aei^H
1

'

"Hi

^i

,.

Fixed plant investment;
Stock preparation system

Installed
equipment
cost in US

Bateh pumper

Batch beaters, 2,000 lbs capacity, 3 required
75 HP motors and drives, washing screens.
Consistency Regulator

Refiner, stainless steel plug, 1 required
Stock chests, agitators, motors, nozzles
Centrifugal cleaners
Rotary pulp screens

Paper machinn, Fourdrinier type, 2 presses
20 drum dryers, vertical size press

11,200

16,800
4,200

12,600
10,500
2,100
4,200

280,000

7 Roll calender stack, upright reel
2 Roll winder, 100 HP generator and drive
finishing equipment,

60 inch sheeter with layboy, guillotine cutter
Converting

Corrugating machinery
Unwinding stands

18,200

63,000

Fluting cylinder

Laminating press
Motors and drives

Bag making machinery

Grocery "bags, multi-vall bags

35»0OG

9,800

467j600
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Installed

piping

at 40

equipment
cost in US ft

pep-^

187,600

Electricals at 10 per cent of

46,200

C-utside lines at 5 per cent of

23,800

Structural steel and painting
Instrumentation

14,000
7,000

.fetal plant equipment

^

746,200

(US* per square feet average)

Stock preparation
Haohine room

8,000

»

153OOO

»

„

„

8,000

»

n

n

10,000

«

Converting room

Stora^e

Land and site preparation,

10 acres

168,000

2,240

Auxiliary facilities

42,000
physical

958,440

Engineering and construction (at 20 per cent of
total physical plant cost)

Contingencies (at 15 per cent of total ptyeical plant
cost)

196,000

140,000

Total Plant

(Excluding working capital)

•1,294,440.

Accounts receivable

42,000

Operating supplies

76,200

(1 month's production)

7,000

Total working

Total capital investment

116,200

51,410,640
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Estimated annual fibre and chemical requirements

for production of 1648 tons of specified finished papers
(In US $)
Fiber

Delivered cost
ton

Tons per year

per

Waste sulphite (bleached)

50.69

Virgin sulfite (bleached).

154.00 .

Waste news

Annual

6,622

130

■

■

42

■

6,468

29-40

775

22,820

Virgin Kraft (unbleached)

139.16

456

63,642

Virgin Kraft (semi bleached)

142..8Q

6

854

Waste Kraft (unbleached)

32..48 *.

Waste Kraft ("bleached)

72.80.

Total Fiber

Chemicals

Delivered cost

620

20,132

80

6,118

2,113

126,476

lbs, per year

Starch

0.15

22,000

2 ,186.80

Rosin size

0.05

27,000

1 ,360,80

Alum

0.07

48,000

3 ,360.00

Pigments

0.20

3,300

646.80

100,300

7 ,554-40

:

.

Annual cost

per ton

To tal ohemi cal s

cost
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Summary of paper maohine productivity

(llachine trim at 60 inches)-a'

Average-' Machine Max. Daily
Product grade

basis

weight

Speed

(FPM) -

Produc-

Production

tion
(Tons/
24 hrs.)

Efficiencyfl

Actual
daily

Average

Tons/hour

produc

tion

(tons/

24 hrs.)

Writing paper

30

300-

10

85

Wrapping paper

40

300-

13

85

Exercise paper

28

300'

Paper bags^

60

225'

15

85

11

0.458

Liner "board

80

200'

17

80

13.5

O.562

Corrugating medium

70

200

15

80

12

0.500

150

120

20

80

16

0.666

150

15

80

12

0-500

Cardboard'(chip)
Pigmented paper
board

9.5

85

8.5
11

8.1

0.354

0.458

0.337

a/
b/

Product trim average of 60 inchesj maximum machine trim width 78 inches,
Lbs. of product per.3,00Q. square feet.

0/

Includes lost time for clean-up, grade-ohange and start-up*

d/

Includes grocery bags and multi-wall bags of Kraft paper.
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aper and paperboarrf

(10 ton plant on 200 day operating schedule)
Basis:

*>*al machine production - 1908 tons per year

Total finished produce

- 1848 tons per year

Estimated ^jntal inveBtamnt*
Fixed plant investment

$1,288,000

Working capital

116,200

Total capital investment

•1(404,200

Total anmmi saxes
Writing paper

200 tona.at-a308.00 per ton «

tfrapping papeiExercise paper
Packaging- bags
Corrugated boju^

Cardboard (chip)
board

100 tone at

252.00 per ton -

25,200

38o tons at

229.64' per ton -

86,800

500 tons at

266.00 per ton » 133,000

500 tons at

266.00 per ton

''33 tons at

280.00 per ton «

30 tons at

23-100

280.00 pei- ton -

8,400

133,000

cost ofjnanufacture
433,020

Raw materials
'

Fiber

S'i 26.420
7,560

5133,980

Sales administration cost

264,040
280,000

Chemicals

Conversion cost

Research and DevaXopneat
"before taxes

7,000

38,080

Income tay at 31*5 per cent
Profit after taxes

5 23.660

He turn on total, capital
1*7

per

cent

.14/246
Til

rMuA

uumu

pror

plant on 300 day operating schedule)
Basis
production

Total machine production - 2,860 ton, per year
-+-1 finished products - 2)78o tons per year
capital iniTca+m^^.

Fixed plant investment
Working capital

119 620

Total capital investment
Total annual sales from o
$714,000
537,000

Haw materials
Conversion cost

$201,600
293,860

Sales and Adminis
tration cost

Research and
development

7,000

Profit before taxes •
Income tax at 37,5 pGr cer>t
"

$176,540
• 0 o

Profit after tar.es
o

•

•

Return on total capital (approximately)

66,500

$110,040

8 per cent
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Profitability

The cost of equipment and facilities and the cost of raw materials
shown in the profitability analysis are estimates of prices in Africa
and are likely to "be as accurate as any data available without going
into a detailed feasibility analysis of a given situation.

The ten ton plant (capable of expansion to 20 tons) and operated on
a (short) 200 day per year schedule would return only 2 per cent on the
investment based on local competitive market prices.

This estimates that

a 300 day per year operating schedule might return 8 per cent and a 20
ton plant might be expected to return 25 per cent on the investment.
The marketing of consumer and industrial paper products has always

been considered peculiar by normal product market development standards.
Availability seems to create demand and combined with lower prices the
market seems

to grow at a phenomenal rate.
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Composition board
Flakeboard is discussed here.

the highest quality of the various

It is an engineered product and is of
composition "boards.

It is manufac

tured by a completely controlled process using a specific type of raw
material without variation.

The flakes

are formed from green raw

material and immediately flash dried to a moisture content of approxi

mately 6 per cent.
uniform size.

The flakes have parallel grain structure and are of

In processing,

the flakes are thoroughly impregnated

with quality building chemicals,

such as white ant (termite) repellent

and flame-proofing and coated with a bonding adhesive
chamber.

This material

is carefully screened in a balanced density

and then hot-pressed to
process

projected,

the

ments and economic
Some

cure the adhesive and form the panel.
product

of the product

is

in the

special

flakes

at

the

It

is

construction

centre

to

■

of other types

critical

edge face

at

each

Homogeneous

flake sizes

building trade.

It has

an

This product is free from "telegraphy"

of board wherein

large particles

are often

so that they "show through" and
as

case stock for

overlays.

type flakeboard has

throughout its

strength value

surface.

and its high density face provides

cannot be used in such demanding applications
or veneer

screw holding

there is continuous graduation from

isolated in an area of small particles,

plastic

.

industry.

finer flakes

excellent surface for finishing.

thus

require

also widely used in door and framing

the highest strength properties

- a defect

end use

advantages for furniture manufacture

In graduated type flakeboards
coarse

suit

.

applications where

required.

applications

varied to

In the

types are described belows

Five-layer board has

strength

can be

requirements.

and for industrial

in an atomized

the

thickness.

as layered flakeboard,

same distribution of various

Although it is not as high in
it is extensively used in the

Applications include- roof decking,

floor underlayment where asphalt

wall enclosures and

tile or hardwood is used.

e/cn.14/246
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Three-layer board with a coarse centre layer and finer surface
layer ie primarily used as a building material.
properties

for finishing or overlayment.

cabinet work,

tables.

It has exoellent surface

The product is

also used in

display signs and for suoh sports equipment as ping-pong

In much of

important material

the world,

flakeboard has beoome an increasingly

in the building industry,

industry and in industrial markets.

the furniture and case goods

As the material beoomes more widely

available and knowledge of its use and handling improves,

its

will inorease partly as a substitute for lumber,

hardboard and

other composition boards,

plywood,

consumption

and partly as a result of the penetration of

new markets.

In Africa,

the principal.markets for flakeboard are in the following

four areas:

Building materials especially external siding;
wall panels;
1

flooring;

and cases,

Prefabricated housings

roofing;

interior

cabinets and enclosures.

Flakeboard can be used for the manufacture

of modular sections for prefabricated housing.

A typical group of suoh

prefabricated panels would include exterior and interior walls,
and interior door openings,

window openings and roof panels.

Furniture and case goods manufacture!
drawers,

sides, backs and tops;

wardrobes

exterior

tables;

chests and case parts such, as

chairs;

beds and cribs;

and cabinets.

Industrial marketss

transportation equipment such as

■factory uses such as storage bins and trays;

trailers;

signs and display;

sporting

equipment.

Flakeboard is highly acceptable material for the manufacture of
many types

of furniture.

veneers and other types

It is widely used as
of overlays.

Part

core material

of the

for wood

reason for this

development has been the diminishing supply of wide and clear lumber.
A seoondary reason has been the reduction of cost and the opportunity to
manufacture wider and longer pieces.

High quality table tops,

cabinet

e/cn. 14/246
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tops,

sides and backs,

bed pannels,

chair seats and many other furniture

items are produced by "picture framing11 flakeboard core parts.
strips of exotic woods are edge glued to

Two inch

the case around the perimeter,

an exotic veneer is face glued to the assembly and a backing material

.glued to the underside.

is

The resulting product is more dimensionally

stable and economical than solid wood construction.

The precision with

vhich flakeboard is made avoids many of the critical defects that
usually occur in overlaid products.

"Telegraphing",

where marks,

stains,

rippling and bulging-occur on the surface because of improper or alien
material

in the core,

At present,

does not occur when flakeboard is used.

there is no sizeable furniture industry in Africa to

use appreciable quantities

of flakeboard.

Later in this report an

export based manufacturing possibility in furniture is described.

The

availability of flakeboard would greatly enhance the prospects for
starting up that industry.

An industrial market for composition board products as such does
not now exist in. Africa.

However,

once the product is available.
resin and the

it is a market

The superior qualities of phenolic

strength of high -densiiy--flakeboard_me«t many of the

stringent requirements of industrial parts.
product

capable of development

consistency and the economy of

Dimensional stability,

cut stock parts open up a wide

variety of industrial markets for flakeboard.

Composition board having

the characteristics described will have substantial natural appeal in
many usesj

and,

at

competitively attractive prices,

important place in the market.

However,

it will

secure an

the rat4 and level

of growth

required to quickly achieve a profitable volume,

will undoubtedly

require an effective programme of market development.

Aggressive sel

ling to distributors and large direct buyers should be supplemented by
technical service to help customers make most effective use of the
special qualities

of the board and to stimulate the development of new

uses and new enterprises

to be based upon the product.

. 14/246
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systems,

basis.

wood

°learly Aemomitrated that "green"

i

r—
r

Pile

the oider

Debarking should be as

per oent

in

^
should bs st

then flash-dried to a mc-

a

n

^r

L^

ro rt;:°; r;rtent of

'

P°SSible

to

appreciably reduced in size

into a horizontal drum
and the entire

flake receives .

are

,
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flakes-s]loula

-to a lay-up 8torage bin.

^

transferred

as

^^

A nujnber of methods ^ types

^

^

^

are used to lay up the ma, on a Eteel caul or travelling belt.

A recent

development using a vibrating screen with & ^.^ Qf ^^ ^

punched holes seems to produce a well-balanced controllable mix. In the
manufacture of homogeneous flalceboard, the mat is produced by laying up
flakes without screening. s-or the manufacture of three layer type board,
fxne, x^pregnated particles are screened out and transferred to a sepa

rate mat forming storage area. The three-layer board has each of its
surface layers composed of fines to a thickness of l/l6th of an inch

and the centre of the board is a homogeneous ffiixture. Five-layer type
flakeboard is produced by separating the impregnated fines from the
flaicebcard nil as is done in the three-layer board process. The board
has a.1/I6th inch surface layer of fines en each side and a l/l6th
inch layer of finss in the middle of the

are of homogeneous flakes.

^

other

^

^^

Graduated type flakeboard is produced by

arranging the mat forming section of the system to screen the finer

parades of the impregnated flake mix on the steel caul or travelling

belt first, and then to progressively screen the larger particles on
the mat up to approximately Lalf the thickness of the finished product
The remainder of the ,„, la made by progressively reducing the size of
the particle -|o fines at the surface.

A flake mat of approximately 15 inches high is laid up to produce

3/4 inch finished product.

The mat on the travelling caul or belt is

passed under a continuous roller that will reduce the mass to approxi

mately 4* inches thickness. A recent development indicates that high
frequency curing can be incorporated with the pre-pressing operation
to remove seme of the moisture.

hot press considerably.

This reduces the closing cycle of a

Hot pressing is a critical part of flakeboard processing. Care
must be taken to avoid too much time lapse between the application of
the glue to the flakes and the closing of the press. This critical
time for some resins is approximately 20 minutes. Eot pressing can

e/cn*14/246
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be done in either a singXe -opening or-a^jrult-i—daclc^pxess*

A four feet

by eight feet size for many years was the standard length and width
dimension «f composition boards.

However, in recent years, most of the

hot presses manufacture and produce boards are from 4 feet to 6 feet
viie and from 12 feet to 16 feet long.

The panel boards coming out of

the hot press have a surface heat of approximately 150 P.

Cooling is

usually aooomplished by blasting refrigerated air on both surfaces of
the panels as they pass out on a conveyor.

The panels are passed

saws 'and are trimmed to the length and width desired*-.._.
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FIGURE I

Composition Board Manufacture
Plow ohart of a flakeboard manufaoturing plant

Purchased resin
and additives

Purohased wood

(round logs)

Yard storage
■ag<
Debarker

Slitter
Plaker

I

Vibrating soreens

I

Green flake

storage

Dryer

1

Vibrating screens

(classifier)

Dry

flak).e

storage

Pines

storage
1

Resin and additives
mixer

I

Impregnated flake
surge bin

1

Mat former

1

Weigh scale

(accept or reject)

Prepns

Hot press

1

Cooling
Trimming

Storage

r

profit

_i/

.

%

$697,900

"1.4*

% 10,063

6,038

Per thousand surface feet,

Total investment

capital)

(including working

Return on investment

Net

Less taxes at 37-5$

capital)

(including working

Return on investment

8.0$

56,000

33,600

i2.e#

-

$723,800

12.3*

88,813

53,288

19.6*

142,100

' 89,600

16,000

Profit before tax;

2.3$

298,900

204,400

of manufac
204,400

Cost

441,000

turing (from Table)

294,000

at $147,000

price

Mill

at- $196,00

£220,500

Sales

2 shift
operation

.25.1*

180,688

108,413

39.95£

289,100

298,900

588,000

'■

'

41-3*

306,338

66.1*

490,140

391,860

882,000 "'■ ,

at $196,60

Mill price1"

5741,020

22.7* "

16B,5£5

36.4*

269,640

391,860

661,500

at $140,00

3 shift
operation

4,500 MSF/yr.

Mill price

■

at $19-6,00

'

Mills "price

3,000 MSF/yr.

Mill price

'

: ' * !

income

at ^147,00^'

Mill price

1 shift
operation

1,500 MSF/yr.

in US $

based on the production of 3/4 inoh flaketoard

(24 tons per day capa#ity)

estimated profitability of a flakeboard plant

Composition board manufacture

VII
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Composition board manufacture
estimate of installed cost for a flakeboard plant

:

(24 tons per day capacity)

! . ■
i

Item

'.''

1

=

in US $

■

■

■

-

■

■■

•

Approximate cost

Major process equipment:

;

Breakdown section flakers
Storage section
Dryer Section
Resin and wax section

<>».

Prepress section
Hot press section

Caul conveying'section
Board finishing

Hobile

'.

equipment

;

. 8.
...

»<>•*«.
- ••
...
...
...
...

°0.
•••
...
...

29,400
8,820
58,800
4,900

„••.
...

...
...

...
•••

...
»••

19,600
147,000
24,500
78,400

...

a

Resin mixing.and feltin'g section ...
.

..

•••

•••
...
...

„
•..

...

.

29,400

...
....

.

Total,installed equipment cost
Facilities

Substation
Boiler section
Laboratory
Machine shop.
Air conveying-system
Air compressors
Electrical

11,760
...

a

a

■

. . .

l

•

• »

a

a

a

BOO

•

0

.

s

a

a

a

a

a

.

B B

•

OB

a

a

a

a

*

«

b

b

a

c

.

.

..

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

•

%

m

•

•

a

a

a

a

a

b

a

a

a

a

...

Hydraulic
General piping
Instruments

a

•

•

•

a

a

a

*

:

.

.

a

a

•

• a

...

SB*

a

0

a

• ••

0

m

...

a

a

i

u *

*

*

24,500
3,920

19,600
29,400

;

8,820
58^800
4,900
14,700

980

m

Total physical plant cost

$177,380

Buildings and foundations
Land and site preparation,

aux«facilities

at 5 psr cent of total physical plant oost
_______^_^_

■dt

+ ■

™ 4.

"

Total plant investment

x

One shift

Plant xnvastment
Working capital

$675.220

.

'

Raw material wood
Raw material chemicals

Two shift

Three shift

$675.220

$675,220

2

2,058
3,543

4,116
7,087

6,174
10,630

Accounts receivable (1 month)
Goods in process

17,038
8,400

24,906
12,460

Sub total

31,039

48,569

65,839

$706,259

$723,789

$741,059

Total investment

'

32,.655
16,380
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Compoaiti-on board manufacture',.. '■'
Estimated operating •oats-of a flakeboard plant

(24 tons per day capacity)
Operating cost per 1,000 surface feet

of 3/4 i£eh product
1,500 MSF/yr.
Maaufaeturing oost

one

shift

operation

3,000 MSF/yr.
two

operation

US 3
Wood

shift

4,500 MSF/yr,
three shift
operation

US $

US $

8.23

8.23

Urea-resin™'

17.91

17.91

17.91

Additives

10.44

10.44

IO.44

8.09

8.09

8.09

Power and light

8.23.

Faotory labour supervision
and fringe benefits

17.83

•

12.10

10.02

Operating supplies

3.43

■

3.43

3.43

Maintenance supplies

3.43

3.43

"•"3.43

47.36

' 23.67

19.60

12.32

9-38

$136.31

$99.62

$87.07

Depreciation

'

16.15

Administrative and
sales expense

a/
...

The factory cost for exterior grade board using phenolio resin

for maximum water resistance and durability would be increased
"by approximately ^17*55 per 1,000 square feet.

Annex VII
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Composition "board manufacture

Manpower requirements
Manpower Estimated Manpower
Estimated Manpower
Estimated
let shift
cost per 2nd shift
cost per 3rd shift
cost per

•;

shift

','

shift

in US $

shift

in US $

in US «

Gateman

1

0.70

0,70

Yard loader

1

0.70

0.70

0.70

Barker and saw tender

1

1.12

1,12

Ivl2

Flaker operator

1

1.12

1.12

1,12

Dryer tender

1

1.12

1,12

1.12

Felter operator

1

1.40

1.40

1.40

Relief labou*

2

•

1.40

0,70

-O-70

Sander operator

1

•

1.12

Grader

1

"

1.40

Karehousman

1

1.12

1.12

Carloader

1

0.70

0.70

Knife maintenance

1

1.40

1.40

General maintenance

1

5.60

5.60

T31«<ytrioal main-

:

:

5-60

.

tenanoe

T

-

Quail "fey-* on tro 1

1

8.40

De vel opment—engin-eex

1

9.80

Clerk typist

3^50-

2.80

i9.40

Foreman

1

8.40

Manager

1

11.20

Fringe "benefits
to labour

'

20

$86.10

4.69

6.70

17.-SO

13

833.60

8
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Furniture
A typical manufacturing plant to produce wood tables and chairs is
promoted as follows:

Production (annual)
One

shift

operation

21,250

chairs

4,250

tables

4*250 arm chairs
29,750

total pieces

Capital requirements

in USS

Land and buildings

$11,000

Facilities'and equipment

$15>590

Working capital (including training
eoeta)
Total

1
357,990

Materials and supplies (annual)
Lumber (256,700 board feet)

$33,350

Nails

1,700

Woodscrews

950

Glue

85O

Paint and varnish

2,150

Supplies

1,390
Total

$40,390

Power fuel and water (annual)
Electric power (app» 80 kilowatt
hours per day)
Fuel (wood waste used)
Water

500

0
209
700
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Labour requirements and cost (annual-, one shift)
Skilled workers

8

27,400

Semi—s killed

8

25,600

Manager a:?d supervisor

2

14,000

Clerical

1

5,000

■>

9,400

Miscellaneous

22

Totals

In USS

Approximate annual cost of sales
Materials

$81i400

"

39,000

Direct labour

53,000

Manufacturing overheads,

AOM and sales

Discounts3 bad debts and other

30,990

17,950

Depreciation

2,810
Total cost of sales

Annual sales revenue

143,750

182,750

The plant is projected to be labour intensive.

The sanding

will be done by hand and moulding by several passes through simple
machines„

Potential

users

of the

products

considered for manufacture

in this projection would be households, schools, assembly halls,
restaurantsj

hotels,

clubs, .hospitals asd nurseries►

Profitability

Based on the gross sales revenue of $182,750 and the annual
cost of sales of $143,750,

the annual profit before taxes would be

approximately &39,OOG or about 22 per cent.

The annual return on

investment before taxes would be about 69 per cent.
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(d)

Plywood manufacture
Production:

Annually 5 million square feet based on 3/8 inch thickness
measurement

The projected..manufacturing plant is designed to be labour

intensive and to make the maximum use of practical-inexpensive-equip

ment.

The veneer dryer is one-third the capacity of the rest of

the equipment and should operate on a three shift basis.
oan be

Production

increased by lengthening the existing dryer or by adding a

seoond drying unit.

Capital requirements

■

In U3$

Land and buildings

124,000

Equipment and facilities

254,000

Working capital (including
training costs)

84.800
$462,800

Total capital

Materials and supplies (annual)
Logs for 5 million sq.ft.

plywood estd.

150,000
40,000

Olue

8,000

Supplies

©198,000

Power1 fuel, water (annual)
Electric

power

connected

3,000

load app*

150 hp

Fuel (^ood waste used)

0

Water

500
$3,500

Labour requirement? and oost (annual)
4

17,000

.Semi-skilled workers

24

78,000

Unskilled workers

16

48,000

Manager and supervisor

0

18,000

Clerical

3

14,000

Skilled workers

Miscellaneous

labour

3

10,000

«185,OOO
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The Manager and Supervisor should have reasonable experience
in the manufacture

of plywood and together with 4 skilled workers

especially trained in an existing plywood plant,

they should "be

to handle all the necessary training of the rest of the

able

labour force.

Normally the new plant should work up to full production within three
months.

(e)

Manufacture of cloth bags for agricultural products
The development of an industry to produce

handling,

shipment and storage

of agricultural produce offers an

agricultural production opportunity in addition
opportunity.

The use

oloth bags for the

to a manufacturing

and demand for cloth bags has steadily increased

in recent years despite

the

competition

of multi-wall craft paper

bags* :

Cloth bag industries
locations

and produce

can be

placed in strategic

sufficient quantities

on demand at equal or lower cost
The

viable,

of variable products

than imported products.

following projection outlines in general

plant of eoonomic

terms a typical

size manufacturing soft fibor cloth bags.

data and information have been officially accepted in
of industrial projects

While
economics

kenaf,

of the

the planning

world.

there have been varying degrees of success in the

of the

ramie

in many parts

The

growing and processing of

soft fibers

such as

jute and others it is generally accepted that the

production of fibers is not a serious handicapsuccessful experience

There is much

to draw from and many problems have been over

come by the blending of different types of fibers and the careful
selection

of proper strains*

The weight of the yarn and the density can be varied to suit
end -use requirements and double wall sacks can be produced for
critical requirements. v
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for the -produxrtxorx. of- this type of plant axe usually

"based on agricultural production and processing in specific areas

and the "bags are

sold in bulk to substantive producers of agricultural

products.

Profitability

Based on the gross sales revenue of US$285,600 and the annual
cost of sales at

£223,000 the annual profit before taxes would be

$60,000 or about 21 per

cent.

The annual returns on investment

before taxes would amount to about 35 per cent.
It must "be borne in mind that the above estimates are based
on.fixed assumptions of location,

power cost and labour rates and

an annual production of approximately 700,000 cloth bags, and that
profitable plants can be
tion.

built

for less investment and lower produc

,

The cloth "bag manufacturing plant is projected as follows!

Production - 700,000 bags per year (one shift)
Capital requirements
Land and building

US$

359500

Equipment and facilities

82,T50

Working capital

38,300
Total capital

US$.156,550

Materials and supplies (annual)

Fiber (jute)

'.826,735 Lbs,1

.Plant supplies

US* 115,740
7.600
US* 123,340

Power, fuel aad water (annual)
Power connected load 134 hp#

4,000

Fuel

T75

.Water

300

5,075
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Labour requirements and cost (l shift)
Skilled workers

1

5,000 (annual)

Semi-skilled

3

9,000

18

36,000

Manager

1

7,000

Clerical

2

4,000

Unskilled

Total

25

61,000

Approximate annual coat
115,T40

Materials

Labour

50,000

Manufacturing overhead

23,680

Administration and other

10,560

Sales cost

13,000

Depreciation

10.020
223,000

US$ 285,600 .

Annual sales revenue (estimated)
(f)

Salt production (solar process)
Introduction

Salt is produced in the solar process by pumping sea water into

especially prepared earth beds or vats that are graded for efficient
drainage' and are situated to attract maximum sun and wind for
evaporation

purp«ses«

The. first crop of salt, is usually left as a base for subsequent

orops which are harvested after a layer of approximately 3 to 6 inches
has aocumulated.
shipment.

The salt is then washed dried and ground for bulk
.

.

The above product is known as crude salt and requires refining
for some industrial uses and human consumption.

/
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The annual cecity of the-projected Tlant is approximately

23,000 toM. a, labour force will be occupied cn a one shift basis
Land and buildings

43,000

Equipment and facilities

105 000

ng eapital

Total capital

^
53^00

3201,700

(annual)

Hater is the only material required
kOMna.iuy at no cost

Supplies

Total

$3,000

(annual)
Power 20 hp connected load

400

Fuel 480,000 of oil (for dryers)
Water (for sanitary and fire uses)

24>000
100
$24,500

(annual)
Skilled workers

q

^ QQQ

Semi-skilled workers

6

19 200

Unskilled workers

20

Manager and Supervisor

6O?

2

Clerical

i

Miscellaneous

1

4,000

—*■

16*000

->

40

Total

$145,200

Approxima_te_.annual cost _pf_^T^»
Materials

0

Labour

111,,200

Manufacturing overheads

18,' 600

Administrative and other
Sales expenses

Freight-out, l^vel, discounts, etc.
Depreciation

34, 000

19 y 000
11T 700

Tcta*

$26^,800
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Annual salo^^-v^

In US$

—-

Based on the gross sales revenue of ^345,000 and the annual
cost of scales of $269,300, the annual profit before tazes would be
about $75-£00,

Glass containers are articles of very common use and in many

instances in the countries the Mission visited the flow of available
Iok-oob-!; nutritious .foods, fruit and vegetables and beverages are
entirely prevented or severely hampered by the lack of aupply of
ti

While normally a motai cohtainer plant will require a lower
investment and produce more units at a lower cost, a glass container
industry should be investigated in detail as the most practical for
the products and markets discussed,

03ae USe of glass containers for fruits and vegetables, 'fruit
and vegetable juices - coffee, soft drink, beer and other alcoholic

beverage, medial and toilet preparations is growing throughout
the world and in developing countries the establishment of suitable
sized industries would encourage and indeed in maay instances would

be the factor thai would originate or expand many of the industries
and markets mentioned aboveo

The glass container.plant mentioned in this report can economically
produce the required quantity and variety of sizes and shapes of

containers to suit a maxxmum of the requirements of small and large
industries and home canning of most of the countries considered.
GJLass containers are at present shipped all over the world ^oy large
scale producers. However shipping costs are rather high and the
variety of shapes and sizes is limited.
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A typical

of economic

size glass

container plant is projected as

follows!

The plant projected "below could produce 6000 tons of glass
produots

annually.

The

quantity of course depends

on sizes

and

shapes of the many varieties expected to be produoed.
To

a certain extent the design and selection of equipment for

a glass container plant depends on the analysis of the raw material
available.

However,

the following plant with small alteration will

suit most situations*

Capital requirements

To produce 6000 tons of products on a three shift basis coots
are based on US prices

Lan4 and buildings

t

US$ 251,000

Equipment a*4 Facilities

...

812,550

Working capital

139r600
Total

-•1,203,150

Materials and supplies (annual)
She principal raw materials for container glass manufacture are
sand,

soda ash,

limestone and feldspar.

produced in most countries.

Soda ash,

Sand and limestone are
feldspar and chemicals may

have to be imported but are readily available in world markets.

In addition broken glass (eullet) is req,aired in the manufactur
ing process to facilitate melting of

as cullef'.
agents,

Occasionally special

the mix;

rejeoted glass is used

ohemieals are added as oxidizing

colouring agents and de—colouring agents.

Saryi 3j5OO tons

■ ■

Soda, ash 1,190 tono

.

28,000
47,600

Limestone

98O

"

31,350

Feldspar

294

"

11,770

Gullet

1,050

"

10,500

Supplies

1,050

"

7,400

$ 136,620
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Power, fuel, water (annual)

' '

Power - connected load 800 hp.
Stand-by diesel power 350 kw. inol.

Fuel

US$ 15,000

- APP- 450?000 gals, bunker B oil
App. 105,000 gals* diesel oil

32,000

Water - 16 million gal* per year

18,000

550 gals, per min. required
Most of this re-used

.

USS 65,000

Manpower needs and cost (annual 3 shift)
In regard to training requirements the melting operations need

at least 5 skilled men and while glass forming is sem-V-automatio it
will require at least 3 skilled men.

It is suggested that one man

for each of the above pperations should be sent to a similar
plant to be trained for a six month period so that they in turn can
train the

others.

Manager and Chemist should be recruited from the glass

industry and have sufficient and proper background to train the
supervisors and semi-skilled, help.

Skilled
■ Semi-skilled
Unskilled

8

'

52,920

14
21

73,920
'

86,240

Miscellaneous
labour

7

38,600

Office

5

19,000

Manager,

Supervisors

6

61

-

Total

54,000

$ 324,680
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Approximate

r

annual

^oat

Materials

US$ 129,220

Labour

.

213,080

Manufacturing overhead

170,600

Administration, sales and other

196,250

Depreciation

90*850
USfc 800,000

Annual sales revenue

US$1,140,000

Profitability

Based on the annual gross sales revenue of $1,140,000 and the
annual cost of sales of &800,000 the annual profit "before taxes

would be

8340,000 or 29.8 per oent.

The annual returns on invest

ment before taxes would amount to about 28«3 per cent.
.<

(h)

A typical economic lot size

Cotton yarn spinning
..

The cotton yarn produced in the following projected plant is

designed to produce yarn with a higher twist usually used for weav

ing rather than knitting and using a larger staple cotton than the
knitting yarn.

The plant is designed to produce 1,560,000 pounds

of yarn annually on a three

shift operation.

:

Eatiroated capital investment requirements

In US$

• ' Land and buildings

80,500

• Equipment and facilities

•■

Working capital

.#

?

;.

.

797,000
145*900

Total capital requirements $1,023,400

Materials and supplies (annual)
Cotton (estd.) 1,800,000 lbs.

620,000

Packaging

5,000

Supplies

5*600

Total

$630,000
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>* Powir, fuel.and water (annually)
Elaotrio

In US$-. ■ ,

power

connected load app. 70 hp,

■

FujI, 9,000 gallons (US or IMP.?)
Ifatir,

-'S»

6,000

-

600

approx. 800,000 gallons

2Q0

Total

$6,800

Manpower needs and coat

Skilled work3rs

7

Semi-skilled

25,200

17

.

54'400

Unskilled

8

24,400

Manager and Supervisors

3

22,000

Clerical

2

8,000

Miscjllanaous labour

2
■

■

39

'

7*000

Total

$141,000

In regard to training, the manager and supervisors must bo

fully oxp3ri3nc©d.and they, together with two skilled work3rs, should
bo able to train all other work3rs and reach full production within
two months•

""

.

Approximate annual cost of sales.
Mat 3 rials

■

Labour

■

.

In
625, 000

.■

103, 600

.

Manufacturing overheads

48, 800

Administration'costs

40, 000.

Saljs

24, coo

cost

Depreciation
Total

Annual sales r3Venue

'

Profitability

$1,170,#00 ,
'

"

.

Based on the annual gros's gales revenue of $l,17#>000 and tho

annual cost of sales of $925,10.0it .*he annual profit before taxes
would bo approximately $24,900. _"-■*

